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 l KLuaBEN
ABC-klubben

är en sammanslutning av användare av ABC-80 och ABC-klubben ger ut ABC-Rapporter som innehåller
dess efterföljare ABC 800. ABC-klubben är en ideell värdefull dokumentation. ABC-Rapport nr 1, den s

förening som står helt fritt från kommersiella intre k dissassemblern, innehåller en listning av program-
ssen. ABC”.-klubben har f n (april 1982) över 2300 varan i ABC".-80 med kommentarer, en verklig guld-
medlemmar spridda över hela landet. Klubbens syft gruva för den som vill dyka djupare.
e är att tillvarata medlemmarnas gemensamma intr
esse av datorer och datortillämpningar och verka ABC-klubben har påbörjat ett arbete som på sikt
för ökade kunskaper inom dessa områden till nytta kommer ge stor utdelning, nämligen att gå igenom
utbildning och nöje. Ledstjärna för verksamheten är och ta fram kommentarer, köranvisningar och annan
erfarenhetsutbyte. Lokalavdelningar av ABC"-klubben dokumentation över alla de program som klubben
bildas på orter där 'medlemsunderlag finns. För att får tillgång till. Syftet är att skapa ett väldokumen-
underlätta kontakter mellan medlemmarna ger ABC- terat programbiblotek med användarprogram. Arbetet
klubben ut en Medlemsmatrikel med namn, adress med denna S ko programscreening kommer att bli
och telefonnummer till alla medlemmar. mycket omfattande men vi räknar med att få hjälp

av intresserade medlemmar över hela landet.
ABC-klubben ger ut ABC".-bladet som utkommer med
4 - 5 nummer om året. Tidningen speglar klubbens Gå med i ABC-klubben för att få ökat utbyte av
hela verksamhet och innehåller intressanta artiklar din dator och få tillgång till den stora erfarenhet
i skilda ämnen, bl a redovisning av tester av hård- som vi gemensamt bygger upp.
och mjukvara. som utförts i klubbens regi samt
massor av tips. ABC*-klubben bevakar den tekniska Medlem blir du enklast genom att betala in med-
utvecklingen och verkar för att få fram en enhetlig lemsavgiften på ABC-klubbens postgirokonto nr 15
standard och kompahilitet när det gäller program 33 36-3- Mêdlêmê-Vifïê äf fÖI' år 1932 125 kf för
och utrustning. seniorer och 70 kr för juniorer (junior är man t o

m det kalenderår man fyller 18).
ABC-klubben ger även ut ABC-kassetter fulla med
nyttiga program gjorda av medlemmar och andra,
c:a 3 kassetter per år sändes fritt till alla. medlemmar
i klubben. ABC-kassetterna har blivit en mycket ABC-klubben
uppskattad medlemsförmån. Vidängsvägen 1

161 33 Bromma
ABC-klubben har på kansliet i Alvik ställt upp en
program- och informationsbank ABC Monitor dit du
kan ringa och själv hämta program och läsa meddel- Telefon:
anden om du har tillgång till 300 baud modem. Du 08-80 15 22 (automatisk telefonsvarare)
kan även sända program dit som andra medlemmar 08-80 15 23 (Modem med ABC Monitor)
får hämta. Systemet är ständigt påkopplat och har
varit i kontinuerlig drift i över ett år. ABC Monitor
finns även på andra platser i landet. Postgiro 15 33 36-3

Medlemsavgifter 1982

Seniorer 125 Skr ABC-klubbens styrelse 1982
Juniorer 70 Skr

Ordförande: Gunnar Tidner
Junior räknas man t o m det kalenderår man Vice ordförande: Kjell-Åke Johansson
fyller 18 år. Ange därför personnummer Sekreterare: Ulf Sjöstrand
när Du betalar medlemsavgiften. Kassör: Marianne Forsman
Medlemskapet är personligt. Redaktör: Claes Schibler

Ledamot: Joe Johnsson
' Suppleanter: Allan Larsson

Björn Sjöborg
Medlem blir Du enklast genom att sätta in ' Göran Sundqvist
medlemsavgiften på ABC-klubbens
postgirokonto 15 33 36-3.
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Anvisningar foroverforing fran kassett till dish

Denna version av Fig-FORTH som ABC-klubben forvarvat rattigheternatill har utvecklats av docent Robert Johnsen vid Institutionen forFysikalisk Kemi, Uppsala universitet. Den kan koras pa en standard
ABC-80 utrustad med 5-tums flexskiveutrustning. Programmet arskrivet i assembler och kores under CMDINT.SYS.

Det ar var forhoppning att programvaran skall komma att utvecklas
och anpassas aven till andra system sasom ABC-80 med enbart kassett,
8-tums flexskiveutrustning eller ABC-800. ABC-klubben staller garna
kallkoden till forfogande till dem som vill gora sadana utvecklingar.\
Av praktiska skal distribueras promgramvaran pa kassett. Pa ABC-
kassett nr H ligger FORTH.ABS for ABC-80 utan extra minne. Den kan
koras aven pa ABC-8O med 32 K RAM men darvid utnyttjas inte hela
RAM-minnet effektivt. For den utbyggda versionen finns FORT32.ABS
som laggs pa ABC-kassett nr 5. FORTH utnyttjar inte det vanliga
filhanteringssystemet pa ABC-8O utan lagrar program och data pa
s k screens. Varje screen upptar 3 sektorer pa disketten och lagrasfr o m spar 3 sektor 1 och uppat. Man bestammer sjalv hur stort
utrymme man vill reservera for screens. Om man reserverar platsfor 75 screens sa ryms hela programbibloteket, tiotalet egna screens
samt FORTH.ABS och CMDINT.SYS pa en skiva med enkel densitet.
Programbibloteket till FORTH distribueras i form av textfilerna
SCREEN.TXT och SCREEN2.TXT. SCREEN.TXT innehaller screens nr 3till 36. SCREEN2.TXT som laggs pa ABC-kassett nr 5 innehaller
screens nr 3H till 6% samt en fullstandigare version av screen
nr 7. Screens nr 3H till 36 i SCREEN.TXT kommer att skrivas over
av andra screens fran SCREEN2.TXT. Det kan vara skal att spara
screen 36 genom att flytta den till annan plats med nummer hogre
an 6H.

For att lagga upp screens pa disketten i det format de skall
ligga i anvandes programmet DOSCREEN som ligger pa ABC-kassett
nr U. Programmet overfor screens fran textfil SCREEN.TXT resp
SCREEN2.TXT till Forth-format samt skriver ett directory med
filnamnet "Forthscr.een". Laser man det med vanliga LIB sa kan
man se hur manga sektorer dessa screens tar upp. Forthscr.een
ar ingen vanlig fil, man kan darfor inte kopiera den med
COPYLIB. For att kopiera till annan diskett maste man anvanda
nagot program som kopierar fran spar till spar i exakt samma
form som orginalet.

Copyright ABC-klubben
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S5 hér gér det till att frén de leverade filerna pi
kassett gora en systemskiva for FORTH:

1. overfor forst de aktuella programmen pé ABC-kassettentill diskett med hjélp av programmet CASDISK.
2. Formatera en ny diskett och sétt den i drive O.
3. Sétt skivan med de frén kassetten overforda programmeni drive 1 och gor RUN DOSCREEN.
U. Svara pé frégan om det redan finns ett screen-directory

med tillrécklig plats. Svara N for nej nér du gor en
helt ny systemskiva.

5. Svara pé frégan om det hogsta screen-nummer du vill
reservera plats for. RETURN sitter standardvérde
(default) till 75.

6. Ange filnamn SCREEN.TXT resp SCREEN2.TXT.
7. Kopiera dérefter over FORTH.ABS (eller FORTH32.ABS)

samt CMDINT.SYS till den nya systemskivan med
hjélp av COPYLIB.

8. Finns det plats kan du légga in éven andra filer
t ex LIB, COPYLIB och COPYDISK som kan vara bra att
ha pé systemskivan.

Om du redan har en systemskiva med tillréklig plats bor du svara
J for ja i punkt H. Frégan i punkt 5 hoppas dé over och ovriga
programfiler kommer att vara oforéndrade varfér du inte behover
gora kopieringen enligt punkterna 7 och 8. Vill du utoka utrymmet
for screens kommer alla gamla screens som ej skrivs over av nya
att vara kvar oforéndrade men du méste kopiera in ovriga
programfiler enligt punkt 7 och 8.

For att kora FORTH séttes systemskivan i drive O och du
skriver BYE. Dérefter ger du kommandot FORTH (eller FORTH32
om du har extra minne och vill anvénda den versionen. Det
kan i sé fall vara praktiskt att dopa om den versionen till
FORTH.ABS och den gamla till FORTH16.ABS.)

FORTH ér nu klar att anvénda. Lycka till
Gunnar Tidner

3
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FOREWORD

The information presented on the following pages is the basic
instruction manual for running FORTH on the ABC8O. The GLOSSARY
has been taken from the fig—FORTH INSTALLATION MANUAL, provided
through the courtesy of the FORTH INTEREST GROUP, PO Box 1105,
San Carlos, CA 94070. Here you will find a description of each
word in the standard core vocabulary, with notes on which para-
meters are expected to be on the stack when the WORD (routine) is
called, and which values are found on the stack on return from
the routine.

An introduction to FORTH on the ABC8O is also presented. Here
you will find information about additional WORDS available in the
core in this ABC8O implementation, thus adding to the basic
glossary. An explanation of SCREENS and how to edit them is
included, with comments on the various editors available on this
system. And in conclusion, some remarks are made about the FORTH
assembler, contributed through the courtesy of John J. Cassady of
the FORTH INTEREST GROUP.

How does one learn to write programs in FORTH? BYTE magazine
devoted an entire issue to FORTH in August, 1980. Until recent-
tly, that was probably the best starting point for learning the
language. Last year Leo Brodie of FORTH, Inc. published a book
entitled "Starting FORTH". The book is filled with examples, it
is written in a pleasant, light—hearted, often joking, style, andit presents almost everything you need to know to use and enjoy
FORTH. Another source book for FORTH is the instruction manual
for PET—FORTH. It is written in Swedish, and is concerned with
an implementation of fig-FORTH on the Commodore PET. Most of the
information applies as well to ABC80-FORTH. Some of the PET
enhancements are not (yet) found on the ABC80, others are found
under another name (and some ABC80 enhancements are not found on
the PET). The manual is well-written, contains some good exam-
ples and many valuable comments and explanations.

And finally, the FORTH INTEREST GROUP in California produces
FORTH DIMENSIONS, six issues per year. These newsletters contain
articles for both beginners and experienced FORTH programmers.
(A one year membership in the FORTH INTEREST GROUP, together with
air mail subscription to FORTH DIMENSIONS costs 27 US dollars).
Every FORTH system should contain a WARNING:

THIS PRODUCT IS HABIT-FORMING!

You may never write another program in BASIC!

Uppsala, 1982.06.07
Bob Johnsen
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FORTH on the QBCBO
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l Introduction

1.1 General

FORTH was created by Charles Moore in the early 70's. It's
prominent features are compactness, speed and good structure.
Since the noticeable deficiencies of microcomputers lie in their
limited memory capacity and limited speed, the FORTH language is
especially appreciated by microcomputer enthusiasts. The FORTH
language is especially useful for instrument and process control,
and games, is quite good for data-bases and is weakest in pure
"number—crunching" applications.

The FORTH language consists of a collection of subroutines. Any
subroutine can be called and executed by merely writing its name.
In FORTH, the subroutines are called WORDS. A new WORD is con-
structed by starting its definition with a colon (:) followed by
a space, then the name of the new WORD. We then list the WORDS
called by the new definition, and end the definition with a
semicolon (;). Parameters are passed to and from subroutines on
the stack. (There is a separate stack for return addresses.)

1.2 poly-FORTH and fig-FORTH

There are two main "dialects" of FORTH. poly-FORTH is the pro-
duct of Charles Moore's company, FORTH, INC. This is available
for the ABC8O in a PROM version. I

The second "dialect" is produced by the Forth Interest Group in
California, and is called fig—FORTH. This implementation is
derived from fig—FORTH. The fig-FORTH editor enhancements are
taken from Kim Harris’ contribution to FORTH DIMENSIONS II/6 and
the poly-FORTH—type editor, from a contribution by S.H.Daniel to
FORTH DIMENSIONS, III/3. The 8080 assembler was contributed by
John J. Cassady (the author of the 8080 implementation of fig-
FORTH).

There are very few differences between poly-FORTH and fig-FORTH.
Both allow subroutine names (called WORDS) of up to 31 charac-
ters. In poly-FORTH the number of characters in the name is
recorded along with the first 3 characters, while fig—FORTH
records the number of characters in the name and ALL characters
in the name. This means that WORDS of the same length, beginning
with the same three letters, will confuse poly-FORTH, but not
fig—FORTH. Compilation time will be longer for fig—FORTH, but
execution times will be uneffected.

In fig—FORTH variables must be given values when defined. For
example, the variable SIZE, in fig-FORTH would be defined:
O VARIABLE SIZE
while in poly-FORTH one would define
VARIABLE SIZE

6
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1.3 Deviations from fig-FORTH

Although FORTH does not require the use of floppy discs, it would
be inconvenient to use it without discs for any but the ‘simplest
applications. The discs are divided into BLOCKS of 1024 bytes(the appropriate number of sectors are logically "blocked to-
gether"). On a conventional large screen, a BLOCK is displayed
on 16 lines of 80 characters. The limited size of the ABC80
screen makes this impossible, so that a BLOCK in this implementa-
tion is defined as 768 bytes.

A BLOCK containing program text is commonly called a SCREEN. An
application is commonly edited onto one or more SCREENS and then
loaded when the program is to be run. In the present implementa-
tion, a SCREEN is displayed on 21 lines of 36 characters, making
a total of 756 bytes used on a SCREEN. Although this arrangement
was forced on us due to the small size of the ABC80 screen, it
has actually proved to be an advantage. A WORD definition may bewritten as one long string of WORDS, just as a program may bewritten in PASCAL as one long string of commands. In order to
make the program easier to understand, we prefer to break it upinto shorter lines, indenting DO loops and IF and ELSE state-
ments. The same approach is used in FORTH. The resulting "pro-
gram" is thus "tall and slim" rather than "short and broad". In
many cases you will find that a program that occupies a conven-
tional 1024 byte screen will fit just as well on the ABC80 756
byte screen!

When text (or numbers) are entered directly from the keyboard,
you may enter up to 80 characters without pressing RETURN, just
as you may enter lines up to 120 characters in BASIC.

1.4 Additions to fig-FORTH

A few WORDS have been defined identically under two different
names: the fig-FORTH name and the poly-FORTH name. For example,
the fig. word 0= is identical to the poly. name NOT, and the fig.
DP is identical to poly.’s H. Either word may be used in this
implementation.

The Swedish keyboard for the ABC80 lacks some characters used in
FORTH, noteably the square brackets. The three words, A, A and
ACOMPILEA have a strange appearance on the ABC80. These words
have also been given the names LB (Left Bracket), RB (Right
Bracket) and /COMPILE/.

ABC80 enhancements

In addition to the above pseudonyms which have been encorporated
for the user's convenience, many words not contained in theoriginal core vocabulary have been added to the core.

FORTH words are generally of three kinds: constants, variables
and colon definitions. When a CONSTANT is named, its value will
be put on the stack. When a VARIABLE is named, its address will

7
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be put on the stack. When a COLON defined word is named, it will
be executed.

CONSTANTS

XCUR returns the value 65012, which you may recognize as the
address of the byte containing the column position of the cursor.

YCUR returns the value 65011 (row position of the cursor).

CLOCK returns 65008, the address of the lowest byte of the ABC80
three byte clock.

?PR returns 0 if the printer is not activated, 1 if a CENTRONICS

interfaced printer is activated and 2 if a 'serial interfaced
printer is activated.

NEXT, RXD and TXD are start addresses for machine code routines
which you might want to use in assembler coded definitions (more
will be said about this later).

VARIABLES

OUT is a standard fig—FORTH variable which is incremented for
each character that is out—put. This can be used as a tabulator
to produce an attractive layout for the computer output. A new
variable has been added to this implementation, called4§CR. This
variable is incremented for each carriage return output, and is
intended for use in formatting the page length of the output.

PR-TYPE has been added to this implementation, and contains, by
default, the value 1, indicating that a CENTRONICS interfaced
printer is indicated when printing is requested. This variable
should be set to 2 if a serial interfaced printer is to be used.

DISK-ERROR is a variable which contains the error code returned
by the disc controller when an error is encountered in disc
access. This is automatically converted to an error message
which will appear on the screen when an error occurs.

COLON DEFINITIONS

New WORDS are defined in FORTH with colon definitionsc (WORDS
defined with the assembler begin with the word CODE, rather than
a colon). Since parameters are passed to and from routines via
the stack, it is common practice to illustrate the top-most
elements on the stack prior to calling the routine, as well as on
return from the routine. A colon definitions is thus appears as:

: HEJ ( n—3, n—2, n~l —— m—2, m—1 )

n—1, n—2 and n—3 are parameters passed to the routine, with n—1
top—most on the stack. m—1 and m—2 are the values returned by
the routine, with m-l top—most on the stack. Although the num-
bering may vary from author to author, the order is always the

5’
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same: the top-most stack element is to the right in the group of
parameters.

VEDIT ( screen;?-- )
is an elementary video editor. See below (under Editing) for
more details.

CLEAR ( screen¢&—- )
fills a block with blanks. See Editing.

PAGE ( -- )
will clear the screen and home the cursor without issuing a
formfeed to the printer.

 

BINARY and OCTAL ( -- ) ,

change the calculation base to base 2 or base 8, just as the
standard words DECIMAL and HEX change the base to 10 or 16.

<CMOVE ( source-addr, destination—addr, number —- )
is a block move similar to CMOVE, but it moves the last bytefirst. It is a stantard poly—FORTH word.

CURADDR ( X, Y -- addr )
assumes that the X and Y screen coordinates (column and row) are
on the stack, and converts these to the video memory address for
that coordinate.

PR-ON ( —— )
informs the system that all future output should go both to the
screen and to the printer.

PR—OFF ( —- )
negates the PR—ON, and all future output goes only to the screen.

BAUD ( baud-rate —- )
uses the value on the top of the stack to set the baud rate for
serial output or input through the V24 contact.

ASCII—OUT ( char —— )
sends out the character on the top of the stack in serial form
via pin 2 of the V24 contact.

ASCII—IN ( —- char ) i

receives a character on pin 3 of the V24 contact. You can exit
this routine by pressing any key.

2DROP ( n—2, n—1 —— )
will drop the top two stack members.

ZSWAP ( n-4, n-3, n-2, n-l -- n-2, n-1, n-4, n—3 )will swap stack members 1 and 2 with stack members 3 and 4.

0> ( number —— true/false )
returns TRUE (1) if the top stack member is greater than 0,
otherwise, FALSE (O).

9
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I’, J and J’ ( -- number )  

are standard poly-FORTH words. They do not belong to the core
vocabulary in fig—FORTH, but they have been entered in the core
in this implementation.

CCONSTANT and CVARIABLE (usage: O CCONSTANT name)
define byte constants and variables in the same way that CONSTANT
and VARIABLE define cell values (2 byte values).

2 Starting up on the ABC80

Insert the program disc in drive O and type BYE to come into the
disc operative system. Next, type FORTH. When FORTH has fin-
ished loading (it takes about 8 seconds) the screen will be
cleared and the message Z80 FIG—FORTH 1.1 will appear. Replace
the program disc in DRO with the FORTH SCREENS disc and write 6
LOAD (FORTH sees the difference between capitals and small let-
ters, so you must write LOAD and not load). You have now added
some new words to your vocabulary, and you are informed that you
can add some new vocabularies by writing EDIT or POLYED for
editors, or ASM for an 8080 assembler.

FORTH has a very primative disc system. There is no file direc-
tory in the system. In order to review the contents of a disc,
you should use the word INDEX. By writing, for example, 3 20
INDEX, you will list on the screen the first line of each of
screens 3 through 20. It is a FORTH convention that each screen
begins with a comment line which should indicate the contents of
that screen. If you write, instead, PR—ON 3 20 INDEX PR—OFF you
can make a hard copy on your printer.

3 Editing

At first, it will be fun to try the various FORTH commands di-
rectly at the keyboard. You can enter definitions directly on
the keyboard, and use them until you turn off the ABC80. But you
cannot list a definition, if you forgot exactly how you wrote it.
It exists in the computer in compiled form, which is only a list
of addresses to the routines called by the definition. You will
soon find that it is much more convenient to edit the definitions
onto a screen, and then load the screen. If it is a good defini-
tion, you'll want to use it again sometime. If it's a bad defi-
nition (itc doesn't work the way you intended) you can easily
change it with the editor and try again.

VEDIT

An elementary video editor has been included in the core vocabu-
lary. It is intended primarily for the convenience of new users
who do not have the SCREENS disc available, as well as for those
who choose to change the screen format. (If you have expanded
the screen to 8O characters, you might like to try the conven-
tional 64 character, l6 line screen). VEDIT should adapt itself
automatically to any new format implemented in the core.

IO
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5 VEDIT will initialize editing of screen 5. The existing screen
5 is listed with line numbers, and a white border appears on the
right of the screen, to show the editing limits. The cursor is
moved around the screen by the use of keys left-arrow (left), (J
(up), right-arrow (right) and RETURN (down). Any’ printable
characters entered are placed on the screen. ctrl—E’(with an
accent) will cause you to leave the editor.

It is best to list a screen (5 LIST, for example) before editing
it. If you are working with a newly formated disc, the screen
will be filled with ascii character 96. Blank the screen by
typing 5 CLEAR, and list it again. Then edit it with VEDIT.

The FORTH code for VEDIT and its related routines is included on
the SCREENS disc. It is constructed around a CASE statement,
and was authored by Major Robert A. Selzer. It was first pub-
lished in FORTH DIMENSIONS II/3. A greatly expanded version,
called FEDIT, appeared in FORTH DIMENSIONS II/5 (by Edgar H.
Fey), with important errata in FORTH DIMENSIONS III/5.
Fig—FORTH editor

The fig—FORTH editor is rather primative, but two commands have
been added to it which make it very easy to use. Write EDIT and
this editor will be loaded from the disc. Write EDITOR and you
will be able to use the editor vocabulary. Find an unused screen
and list it. Screen 8O is probably free, so write 80 LIST. If
it is filled with rubbish, write 80 CLEAR. L will list the
screen again, and show that it is now clear. Lines are numbered
from O to 20.

NEW

Enter new text on a line by entering O NEW (for line O). Write
in what you want (up to 36 characters) and RETURN. You can
continue directly now, entering text on line 1, or you can press
RETURN to leave the NEW mode. NEW replaces existing text on a
line, unless you press RETURN at the very beginning of the line.

The first line of a screen should be a comment line, which starts
with ( followed by a blank, then the comment text, and ended with
a ).

UNDER

This command will allow you to squeeze in a new line under an
existing line, without replacing existing text. The last line
(the old line numbered 20) will disappear forever. O UNDER will
let you enter a new line 1: the old line 1 will be moved down to
line 2, etc. After RETURN you can continue to squeeze in more
lines. An immediate RETURN will cause you to leave the UNDER

mode.

' I!
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Ending the editing session

On the first free line after your definitions on a screen, write
;S. when the screen is later loaded, this FORTH word, ;S, will
cause loading to cease. After this word, you can write anything
you like on the screen, and it will not be loaded. A few expla-
natory comments and the date might be nice to have there, for
instance. Now write FLUSH and the newly edited screen will be
copied onto the disc.

The poly-FORTH editor

This editor has many useful functions not found in the fig—FORTH
editor. You can Find a given string directly on a screen: you
can Delete a string, or Replace a string, and even Search through
the current screen and subsequent screens after all occurances of
a given string. Its functions and uses are well described in
Brodie’s excellent book, Starting FORTH.

4 8080 assembler

An assembler is included, which uses the 8080 mnemonics, and the
typical FORTH post—fix notation. An example of its use is in-
cluded on the FORTH SCREENS disc. An assembler definition of a
WORD must end in a jump to the inner interpreter. The address of
the inner interpreter is NEXT, which is a CONSTANT in this imple-
mentation. RXD and TXD are CONSTANTS which are equal to the
start addresses of the routines for serial input and output. In
an assembler definition you can put the ASCII character to be
sent into register E and write TXD CALL. Or write RXD CALL and
you will find the ASCII character received in the E register. AN
ASSEBLER ROUTINE MUST PRESERVE THE BC REGISTER PAIR.

5 Additional comments

Disc formatting

The discs used on this system should be formatted with DOSGEN,F.
A single density disc has tracks 0 to 39, each track containing
sectors O to 7. The BLOCK, track, sector organization is as
follows:

I2
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BLOCK DRIVE TRACK SECTOR
1 O 3 1

2

U3f\J

-I-\LdU0

I\JP—'CD\lO\U1-I-\U-J

\O\O
\O@

7'-‘Q

L10

U0\O

I\Jr—*O\U1-I-\

(BEC-

A double density disc contains 80 tracks, with 8 sectors per
track. Blocks 1 to 205 are laid out consecutively. The system
assumes single density discs by default. A double density FORTH
SCREENS disc will be read properly until you address screen 99 or
greater. At that time the system will fetch the block from DRl.
In order to prevent this you must enter 1 DENSITY ! before add-
ressing a screen number greater than 98.
Notice that in order to avoid splitting a screen between two
discs one sector (for single density) is unused at the end of
each disc.

Serial printer connection

The cord connecting the V24 contact on the ABC8O and a serial
interfaced printer should have the following connections:

V24 printer
pin 2 -—~ e -> pin 3 transmission
Spin 5 < W pin 20 printer ready
pin 7 "——sa 9 pin 7 signal ground

For serial output (to HIPLOT, for example) transmission is from
pin 2 and signal ground on pin 7. No check for device ready is
made in the ASCII—OUT routine. r

For serial input (from HIPAD, for example) reception is on pin 3,
with signal ground on pin 7. ASCII—IN waits for the start bit,
then counts in 8 serial bits and pushes the value onto the stack.If something goes wrong, and no start bit arrives, you can inter-
rupt the routine by pressing any key. 9

Ports may be addressed in FORTH with the words
PE ( poru# —— n )
P! ( n, port#'—- )

1'3
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Qcreen Description

3 Title screen must be included

4 M D Error messages ~ reported when error occurs i¥ WARNING
is set to 1, as it is by de¥ault. (Set WQRNINB to 0 if
a disc without error messages on blocks 4 and 5 is
placed in DRO.) Line 15 of screen 4 is printed by
writing 15 MESQQGE. i

a M 7 My standard starting screens. Initializes things I
usually want available. I¥ error occurs when loading a
screen, write WHERE.
Notice the de¥ining word LDDED~BY.
I¥ you de¥ine a number o¥ words using FORTH assembler,it would be a good idea to load the assembler when
starting up the system.
Notice also the deiinition o¥ the word AQCII. It
allows you to write in a program, for example, ASCII A,
and to get the value 65 on the stack.

8 Print a copy o¥ the screen on a printer. The name of
the colon definition on line 4 is ascii character 127
(ctrl~€), which is a non~printing character.
Illustrates temporary storage on return stack (line 3)
and temporary use of current dictionary space For
storage.

9 Q printing version of INDEX.

10 List screens on printer, 2 per page with message.

11 DRO~?DR1 is used to produce a back~up disc of screens
and DR1~bDRO has a similar function. Used in the form
10 20 DRO~?DR1 to copy screens 10 to 20 from DRQ to
DR1.

12 ~ 14 Memory dump routines. 33769 20 DUMP will dump the
¥irst 20 bytes, starting at location saves, on the
screen, 8 locations per line. 32769 20 DUMPA will also
dump the first 20 bytes, but will start at 32758, which
is the ¥irst lower address that is divisible by 8.

15 Loading screen ¥or the po1y~FDRTH editor. This program
was submitted to FORTH DIMENSIONS (III/3, page BO) by
S.H. Daniel

lo W 30 polymFORTH editor de¥initions. H on screen 30 is taken
from BRUDIE’s book. )! puts J at next~to*last place on
the current line (see the index listing).

31 3 38 RED.8ECTDR will copy sector 3, track 38 to the
25$ byte bu¥¥er starting at 62726. The address, 62720,
will be le¥t on the stack. Inspect a sector by using
READ.SECTOR, followed by 256 DUMP.

Copyright ABC*k1ubben
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In 3 38 NRITE.8ECTUR will copy the 256 bytes in the bu¥¥erstarting at 62720 onto sector 3 of track 38. Experi~
ment (carefully) with the directory tracks or bit map,it you like.

33 An example o¥ how a program may ask for an input number
(interactive input).

34 The loading screen ¥or the fig~FDRTH editor.
35 ~ 40 The {ig~FOHTH editor de¥initions as taken directly from

the Installation Manual, with a few changes appropriate
to the QBC80 screen size.

41 ¥ig~FURTH editor extensions, NEW and UNDER, as proposed
by Him Harris in FORTH DIMENSIONS 11/a.

42 Loading screen ¥or the 8080 assembler. Notice the
"dummy" definition of ABM. It is a good habit to
always start a session with FORTH by loading screen 6
(which continues onto screen 7). As mentioned pre~
yiously, these screens contain additional conveniences
which I generally want available. Among other things,
the de¥ining word, LQADED~BY is constructed there, and
used to de¥ine the word ASH. when I later type ASH I
cause screen 42 to be loaded. This screen re~de¥ines
ASH, and also loads the assembler. when I write a new
de¥inition, using assembler mnemonics, I always start
the screen with ASH. when that screen is later loaded,it will cause the assembler to be loaded, before the
new word is defined. If the assembler has already been
loaded, the deiinition of QSM on screen 49 will prevent
an additional loading of the assembler.

43 ~ 46 The 8080 assembler, as contributed by John Cassady of
the FORTH Interest Group.

47 Examples of the use o¥ the 8080 assembler. CODE is
used to start the definition (instead of the colon) and
C; ends the de¥inition (instead of the semi~colon).
The Tirst example is the definition of CSNAP, which"¥ills the same function as the BASIC instruction SNAP:it swaps the ¥irst and second bytes of a two~byte
integer. For example, HEX 1234 CSNAP . will produce
3412 as output.

The second example is for the word LCFOLD, which con”
yerts lower case letters to upper case. Try this on
the text on screen 62. 62 BLOCK sea LCFDLD as LISTwill display screen 62 in only capital letters. Notice
the use o¥ FORTH program structure together with assem~
bler mnemonics.

I5’
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48 another example oi the use oi the assembler. The word

QTQTUS is deiined. The hem value 80 is sent to the
command port with hex address F0. Then the status port
F1 is read until the value received matches the numer~
ical value that was on the stack when STATUS was call~
ed. The subroutine DELQY is never called irom FORTH,
only ¥rom another assembler routine. It therefore
concludes with RET. OTATUS, on the other hand, is
called From FORTH, and is there¥ore concluded with Cg.

49 ~ 50 n example oi the use oi SOII~OUT to drive the plotter

U?

F-3

HIRLOT. The baud rate is 9600, which is set on screen
50. Words deiining one step movement o¥ the pen are
de¥ined on the first hali of screen 49. The second
half o? this screen contains words for longer pen
movements. 5 NS will move the pen 5 steps North, ¥or
example.

CIRCLE, on screen 50, draws an octagon of any desired
size, and DRAW draws the cirle, then moves the pen to
the 4ar~side of the circle.

51 ~ This is a direct translation from BQSIC to FORTH of

Lil
4

54 ~

U!
U!

the algorithm to produce the best "staight“ line with a
displacement X, Y. The word, BESTLINE, has such a long
definition, that it stretches over two screens. This
is very poor FORTH style! A FORTH word should rarely
be more than a few lines long.

a Using QSOII~IN to drive the Houston digitizer, HIPAD.
15 ascii characters are accepted Trom HIPAD, and stored
on the stack, in the word HIFAD, and they are printed
out by the word RRRAD. r

Routines for setting and reading the ABCBO clock. A

temporary copy of the clock is saved, and manipulated,
in the four byte variable MYOLOCH. INVERT.CLOCH cor~
rects the default in the clock decrementing routine in
the BASIC rom, and inverts the three bytes. SET.TlME
sets the clock, and READ.TIME reads the clock, using
REQD.OLOCH to copy the clock into MYCLOCH until
OHEOH.OLOOH shows that the clock hadn’t changed while
being read.

56 There is no case statement (multiple choice branching)
in FORTH. This version of CASE: is taken Trom BYTE,
August 1980. The case numbering is ¥rom zero, seguen»
tially upward. In the example, a branching word ANIMQL
is deFined. If we type O QNIMAL, then the first rou~
tine named aiter ANINQL in line 11 should be executed.
The routines’ names do not have to begin with numbers,
as OPET, 1RET, EPET: what is important is the order in
which they follow the branching word (ANIMAL).

/6
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57 ~ 59 FORTH DIMENSIONS deveted an entire issure (II/3) to the
CASE structure, and various suggestions Tor
implementing it in FORTH. Screen 57 presents Major
Robert Sel2er’s suggestion.‘ lt’s use is seen on screen
59, in the example o¥ a video editor, called VEDIT.
The proposed CASE construct has the advantage o¥ not
requiring sequential case numbering, and the
disadvantage 0+ requiring a THEN For each use of CASE.
However, his example, VEDIT (with supporting
definitions on screen 58) is excellent. In a later
issue of FORTH DIMENSIONS (II/5) Edgar H. Fey presented
a greatly expanded video editor constructed on the

it principles outlined by Selzer.

so ~ 53 An implementation o4 graphics on the ABCBO. It
controls a matrix o¥ 78 (horizontal=X) by 72
(vertical=Y).

45 52 SET.DOT will set a dot at X=45 and Y=52.

45 52 CLEAR.DOT will clear that dot.

45 52 ?DOT will be TRUE ih) i¥ the dot at X=45, Y=52
is set, otherwise, FALSE(0).

The above definitions are found on screen 60. A few
examples are found on screen 61, and some commentary
text, on screen ea.

63 ~ 64 Y/N is a word that is used to ask a question requiring
a yes/no answer in a program, and wait for the reply.

T A very simple example o4 its use is Tound on screen 64.

Temporary screens, included on the Tirst cassette, but  over~
written by the second cassette.

34 Non~destructive stack print, adapted from BRODIE’s
book.

35 F, an example from BRODIE

36 This screen shows the FORTH~79 de¥inition o¥ some FORTH
T

words. Be¥ore trying to use Brodie’s examples which
require CREATE, you should enter this definition, since
¥ig~FORTH’s CREATE works differently than po1y~FORTH’s
CREATE. But do not enter this version o¥ CREATE before
loading the assembler, since the assembler is built
around fig—FORTH’s CREATE!

I7
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6.0 .DOCUMENTATION SUMMARY

l.O INTRODUCTION 3.0 MODEL ORGINIZATION

The fig-FORTH.implementation project occurred The fig-FORTH model deviates s bit from the
because a key group of Forth fanciers wished usual loading method of Forth. Existing
to make this valuable tool available on a gyatema load about 2k bytes in object form
personal computing level. In June of 1978, and then self-compile the resident system
we gathered a team of nine systems level (6 to 8 k bytes). This technique allows
programmers, each with a particular target customization within the high level portion,
computer. The charter of the group was to but is impractical for new implementors.
translate a common model of Forth into assem-
bly language listings for each computer. It Our model has 6 to S k bytes written as assem-
was agreed that the group's work would be bler listings. The remainder may be compiled
distributed in the public domain by FIG. This typing in the Forth high-level source, by
publication series is the conclusion of the more assembly source, or by disc compilation.
work. This method enhances transportability,

although the larger portion in assembly code
entails more effort. About 8k bytes of memory

2.0 DISTRIBUTION is used plus 2 to 8k for workspace.

All publications of the Forth Interest Group 3.1 MODEL OVER-VIEW
are public domain. They may be further
reproduced and distributed by inclusion
of this credit notice: The model consists of 7 distinct areas. They

occur sequentially from low memory to high.
This publication has been made available
by the Forth Interest Group, Boot-up parameters
P. 0. Box 1105, San Carlos, Cs 96070 Machine code definitions

High level utility definitions
Installation dependent code

we intend that our primary recipients of the High level definitions
Implementation Project be computer users System tools (optional)
groups, libraries, and commercial vendors. RAM memory workspace
We expect that each will further customise for
particular computers and redistribute. No
restrictions are placed on cost, but we

expect faithfulness to the model. FIG does
not intend to distribute machine readable
versions, as that entails customisation,
revision, and customer support better reserved
for commerical vendors.

Of course, another broad group of recipients
of the work is the community of personal
computer users. We hope that our publicationswill aid in the use of Forth and increase
the user expectation of the performance of
high level computer languages.

FORTH INTEREST OROUP P.O. Box 1105 San Carlos, Ca. 94070



 
3.2 MODEL DETAILS

Boot-up Parameters *-
This area consists of 34 bytes containing a When each of these words 18 executed. the
jump to the cold start, jump to the warm intepreter vectors from the definition
re-start and initial values for user variables hildef t° @5699 ¢°de 9¢q"¢"¢¢3' 0"
and registers. These values are altered as specific implementations it may be necessary
you make permanent extensions to your to preseve certain registers and observe
installation, operating system protocols. Understand the

implementors methods in the listing before
proceeding!

Machine Code Definitions

This area consists of about 600 to 800 bytes l R/W This ¢°1°'d¢51"1t1° 19 the
of machine executable code in the form of tadfd 11nka8e t° Y°"Y d19¢' It
Forth word defintions. Its purpose is to fequésta the T¢ad °T "rite °f 3 d13¢ -

convert your computer into a standard Forth sector. It usually requires supporting
stack computer. Above this code, the balance ¢°de def1"1t1°"3' It W57 ¢°"319t °f
of Forth contains a pseudo-code compiled of 9°1f'¢°"¢81¢4 ¢°d¢ Of @811 R0" I°"1¢°Y
"execution-addresses" which are sequences code. When R/W is assembled, its code
of the machine address of the "code-fields“ 51914 8ddY¢98 18 iefted °"¢¢ in
of other Forth definitions. All execution BLOCK and once in BUFFER-
ultimately refers to the machine code '

gefinitiong, T

An alternate version of R/W is
included that simulates disc storage

‘ in RAM. If you have over 16 k bytes
g1gh_1eve1 Utility Definition, this is practical for startup and

limited operation with cassette.
These are colon—definitions, user variables, ‘
constants, and variables that allow you to
control the "Forth stack computer”. They“ 518h'1¢V¢1 D°51“1t1°"°
comprise the bulk of the system, enabling ~

you to execute and goqpilg ftp. the ggfgingl, Th 022$ BQCCIOH COOCQIDI QDOUC 39 definit~
If disc storage (or a RAM ainu1et1qn of eiee) ions involving user interaction: compiling
18 available. you may also execute and compile aids, finding, forgetting, listing, and
from this facility. Changes in the highelevel number formating. These definitions are
area are infrequent. They may he_ee¢e then placed above the installation dependent code
the a83¢mb1¢; .0ur¢¢ ligtinsa, ~

to facilitate modification. That is, once
your full system is up, you may FORGET part

if of the high-level and re—compile altered
Installation Dependent Code ' definilion ffm d19¢-

This area is the only portion that need -

change between different installations of the 5Ytl¢" T°°1' "

same computer cpu. There are four code '

fragments: A text editor and machine code assembler are
normally resident. We are including a sample

(KEY) Push the ngxf ;g¢11 v;1u¢~(q~§ggg)~~u~ editor, and hope to provide Forth assemblers.
from the tgfuinal key.tr°kQ ;°_;hQ The editor is compiled from the terminal
colputetion ¢g;¢g ena ¢;¢¢ug¢ gggr, »' the first tine, and then used to place the
High 9 bite are ggfg, no nu; ¢¢h¢ ghi; 0 editor and assembler source code on disc.
character, especially a control character. V

‘It is essential that you regard the assembly
e

listing as just a way to get Forth installed
(EQIT) pop ch. couputacion .t.ck on your system. additions and changes zuai
(16 bi; v.1“e), Di,pi‘, ch‘ in" 7 bit. be planned and tested at the usual Fort g

on the tetuingi dgvicg than "ecut’ level and then the assmbly routines updated. .

zxr, ¢°n¢r°1 ch‘ract;r. h‘v. th.ir Forth work planned and executed only at an

ngturai gu“¢ti°“,_ assembly level tends to be non-portable, and
confusing. u

‘

(7TERHI!AL) For terminals with a break
key, wait till released and push to
the computation stack 0001 if it was “n w°tk'P'°°
found depressed; otherwise 0000.
Execute IEXT. If no break key is avail- 7°? I l1n81¢ "'¢T lYl=¢I. it 1¢ll¢ 33 bite"
able, sense any key dQp[g8.1Q“ ‘Q . must be available above the compiled system
break (sense but don't wait for a key). (th 41¢¢108fY)- A 15k bYt¢ t°t‘1 '7't¢'
If both the above are unavailable, 19 I°l¢ ¢YP1¢l1'
simply push 0000 and e t NEXT. a

‘ecu ‘ The RAM workspace contains the computation
and return stacks, user area, terminal input

(CR) Execute ; germinal car,i.8e buffer, disc buffer and compilation space
return and line feed. Execute NEXT. for the dictionary. "

FORTH INTEREST GROUP R0. Box 1105 San Carlos, Ca. 94070
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4.0 INSTALLATION

the tellewthe hetheee of eettihe e 4.7 Execution errors may be localised by
Wfnziehihe fig_FORTH syttemt observing the above pointers when a crash

occurs.
1. Buy loadable object code from

8 vendgr who has customized, 608 Aft¢r thQ "Ora 1‘ QXQCUtQd
2. Ohteth eh eeeemhly ltetihe with (incrementally), and you can input a "return"

the installation dependent code key ind 8*‘ UK Pf1nt¢d» f¢m0V¢ €h¢ bI¢lk-
supplied by the vehdar, You may have some remaining errors, but a
Aeeemhle ehe"exeehte_ reset and examination of the above registers

3. Edit the FIG assembly listing "111 3831“ 1°¢31iz° P'°b1¢"3°
on your system, re-write the
I-0 routines, and assemble.

4_ teed someone e1ee's object tode 4.9 When the system is interpreting from the
up to the_1nsta11at1Oh dependent keyboard, execute EMPTY-BUFFERS to clear
¢Q¢e, “and as5emb1e gquivglgnts the disc buffer area. You may test the disc
for your system and poke in with access by typing: O BLOCK 64 TYPE
your monitor. Begin execution This should bring sector zero from the disc
and type in (self-compile) the to a buffer and type the first 64 characters.
rest et the eystem_ This takes This sector usually contains ascii text of the

. disc directory. If BLOCK (and R/U) doesn't
function—-happy hunting!

about two hours once you under-
etehd the etthethte of Fetth (bht_ 5.0 If your disc driver differs from the
that will take much more timeg), assembly version, you must create your own

R/U. This word does a range check (with
error message), modulo math to derive sector,
track, and drive and passes values to a

L¢f us ¢X8m1"¢ Ste? 3» lb°V¢. in fullf sector-read and sector-write routine.detail. If you wish to bring up Forth only‘
from this model, here are the sequential
steps: RAM DISC SIMULATION

e_l Femilieriee yehreeit with the model If disc is not available, a simulation of
written in Forth, the glossary, and specific BLOCK a“d BUFFER "5? be "d¢ 1" RAM‘ Th¢
assembly 11et1nee_ following definitions setup high memory as

mass storage. Referenced ’screens' are then
4.2 Edit the assembly lietihee ihte your brought to the ‘disc buffer’ area. This is
system. Set the boot—up parameters at origin ‘ 3°°d “eth°d t° t"t th* 't‘tt'“P P'°3"'
offset OA, OB (bytes) to 0000 (warning-00). eve“ if 419° '3? be 3V'11lb1¢'

4.3 Alter the terminal support code
(KEY, EMIT, etc,) to match your system. HEX u

Observe register protocol specific to your 400° c°“3TANT Lo ( START or ‘"3733 5335 )
implementation! 6800 CONSTANT HI .( 10 SCREEN EQUIVALENT )

: R/U >R ( save boolean )

4.4 Place a break to your monitor at the end
of NEXT, just before indirectly jumping via

B/BUF
HI >

R) IF

AGI-

L0 + DUP
YERROR ( range check )

read ) SWAP BNDIF
register N to execution. W is the Forth name 3/3“? cnovz 3

for the register holding a code field address,
end hey he dittetehtly teteteheed in your Insert the code field address of R/U into
11st1h8e_ BLOCK and BUFFER and proceed as if testing

disc. R/W simulates screens 0 thru 9 when
4.5 Enter the cold start at the origin. Upon B/Bur 1' 128' 1“ the '*'°'7 "*‘ $0000 thr“
the break, check that the interpretive pointer $6BFF‘
IP points within ABORT and N points to SP!.
1: COLD is a colon-definition, then the IP
has been initialized on the way to NEXT and
your testing will begin in COLD. The
purpose of COLD is to initialize IP, SP, RP,
UP, and some user variables from the start-up
parameters at the origin.

4.6 Continue execution one word at a time.
Clever individuals could write a simple trace
routine to print IP, W, SP, RP and the top of
the stacks. Run in this single step mode
until the greeting message is printed. Note
that the interpretation is several hundred
cycles to this stage!
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f18-FQRTH VARIABLE NAME FIELD The return stack grows downward from the user
area toward the terminal buffer. Forty-eight

A major F13 innovatian in this model, 18 bytes are sufficient. The origin is in R0
the introduction of variable length defin— ' (R-ZGFO) 804 18 l08d¢¢ fT°m 8 b00i"UP 11€9f81-ition names in compiled dictionary entries.
Previous methods only saved three letters and The °°mP“tat1°“ 3ta¢k 3r°"° d°"“"ard fr°m thethe ¢hara¢¢¢r cnnnt. terminal buffer toward the dictionary, which

grows upward. The origin of the stack is
The user may select the letter count saved, 18 in Vafible $0 (5-Zef) nd 18 llded from
up to the full natural length. See the a boot-up literal.
glossary definition for WIDTH.

After a cold start, the user variables contain
In this model, the following cnnvengions, the addresses of the above memory assignments.
have been established. An advanced user may relocate while the

' system is running. A newcomer should alter
1. The first byte of the name field has the the startup literals and execute COLD. The

‘ natural character count in the low 5 bits. W0fd +0RIGIN 18 Pf0V1dBd 50! thil PUrp08e-
2. The sixth bit = 1 when smudged, and will +ORIGIN gives the address byte or word rel-

prevent a match by (FIND). ative to the origin depending on the computer
3. The seventh bit -= 1 for IMMEDIATE defin- eddreisins we=h<>d- T0 ¢h="8¢ the bavvaceitions; it is called the precedence bit. to ¢°t°1 H tYPe=
4. The eighth or sign bit is always I 1.
S. The following bytes contain the names’ HEX O8 OE TORIGIN 1 ( bYte add'°33°s)letters, up to the value in WIDTH.
6- In the byte containing the last letter

saved, the sign bit = 1.
7. In word addressing computer, a name may

be padded with a blank to a word boundary.

The above methods are implemented in CREATE.
Remember that —FIND uses BL WORD to bring
the next text to HERE with the count preceed-
ing. All that is necessary, is to limit by
WIDTH and toggle the proper delimiting bits.

5.0 MEMORY MAP -

The following memory map is broadly used.
Specific installations may require alterations
but you may forfeit functions in future FIG
offerings.

The disc buffer area is at the upper bound of
RAH memory. It is comprised of an integral
number of buffers, each B/BUF+4 bytes.
B/BUF is the number of bytes read from the
disc, usually one sector. B/BUF must be e
power of two (64, 128, 256, S12 or 1024).
The constant FIRST has the value of the
address of the start of the first buffer.

’ LIMIT has the value of the first address
beyond the top buffer. The distance between
FIRST and LIMIT must be N*(B/BUF+6) bytes.
This I must be two or more.

Constant I/SCR has the value of the number of
buffers per screen; i.e. 1024 / B/BUF.

The user area must be at least 34 bytes; £8
is more appropriate. In a multi-user system,
each user has his own user area, for his copy
of system variables. This method allows re-
entrant use of the Forth vocabulary.
The terminal input buffer is decimal 80 bytes
(the hex $0 in QUERY) plus 2 at the end. If sdifferent value is desired, change the limit
in QUERY. A parameter in the boot-upliterals locates the address of this area for
TIB. The backspace character is also in theboot-up origin parameters. It is universally
expected that "rubout" is the backspace.

FORTH INTEREST GROUP R0. Box 1105 San Carlos, Ca. 94070
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? 
fig-FORTH GLOSSARY

' This glossary contains all of the word def- Th! ¢lP1¢l1 1¢¢¢¢Y' °" th¢ Yilht 'h°" 4'51"‘initions in Release l of fig—FORTH. The 111°" °h°"°t"1't1¢':
definitions are presented in the order oftheir gggij gqrt, C May only be used within a colon defin-

. ition. A digit indicates nusber
The first llne of each entry shows a symbolic °f °¢'°'Y ‘ddr¢'°°' “'°dv if °th°'description of the action of the proceedure on thin 00¢-
the parameter stack. The symbols indicate the E I!¢d¢4 5°! ¢Xl¢"¢1° °"1Y-
Order in vhich input psraseters have been L0 Level Zero definition of FORTH-78
placed on the stack. Three dashes "---" Ll Level One definition of FORTH-78 .

indicate the execution point; any paraaeters_ P Has precedence bit set. Will executeleft on the stack are listed. In this even when ¢0vP111ns-
enotation, the top of the stack is to the U A user variable.fiflhte

Unless otherwise noted, all references to
The symbols include: numbers are for 16 bit signed integers. On

8 bit data bus computers, the high byte of
add! m¢m°f7 address a number is on top of the stack, with the sign
b 8 bit byte (i.e. hi 8 bits zero) ’in the leftmost bit. For 32 bit signed double
c 7 bit ascii character (hi 9 bits sero) numbers, the lost significant part (with the
d 32 bit signed double integer, sign) is on top.

most significant portion with sign
on top of stack. All arithenetic is implicitly 16 bit signed

f boolesn flag. 0-false, non—zero-true integer math, with error and under—flowff boolesn false flag-0 indication unspecified.
n 16 bit signed integer nunber
u I6 bit unsigned integertf boolesn true flag-non-sero
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ddr --- L0 (*L°°') ° "' C2' “ 12 bit‘ at ‘data.’ The run-time proceedure compiledst°" d " tot." ' by +LOOP, which increments the loop
P'°“°““°' ' i ' index by n and tests for loop comple-

tion. See +LOOP.

ICSP
Save the stack position in CSP. Used (ABORT)" Part °f the °°“P11'r security‘ Executes after an error when WARNING

is -1. This word normally executes
ABORT, but may be altered (with care)' dl '°° dz Lo to a user's alternative proceedure.

Generate from a double number dl, the
next ascii character which is placed
in an output string. Result d2 is (Do) . 3

th‘ q“°tie“t §£t" d‘v1'1°“ by BASE’ The run-time proceedure compiled by
‘"4 is "1“t““‘d f°' f“r'h" P'°' DO which moves the loop control para-
°*":g3° u"d b¢t'¢*" <' ‘"4 5)’ meters to the return stack. See DO.
SOC 0

. (FIND) addrl addr2 --- pfa b tf (ok)
'> T 3 "' "¢¥1 °°““' 1 L° addrl addr2 --- rs (bad)

er‘ “'te° nu-‘I C output c°nv'r' O“ Searches the dictionary starting at
by d'°PP1“3 d? l"v1“5 the t"t the name field address addr2 match-Igddresgsand character count suitable ins to the text ‘t addrl. Return‘

or parameter field address, length
byte of name field and boolean true

‘S dl dz Lo for a good match. If no match is
Generates ascii text in the text out- £°“°d’ °“1y ' b°°1°‘“ £'1'° 1' left’
put buffer, by the use of I, until
a zero double number n2 results. (L18!) nl “Z ‘dd: count
U"d b't'°°“ <‘ ‘"4 '>' Convert the line number nl and the

screen n2 to the disc buffer address
, dd P L0 containing the data. A count of 66

Iused in tag ;°r': indicates the full line text length.
' nnnn

Leaves the parameter field address (LOOP) C2
f di i d . A -

21.. §§.Z22I£."°Z..23‘22. ...'.'.§‘{2l';- 1*" M-=1-= P=~=-*='*=== =~-P*1=<* ‘>1
T. LOOP which increments the loop indexdefinition to compile the address ‘ad te.t. for 10° can lgtion

as a literal. If the word is not S ‘ Loo’ P .9 °

found after a search of CONTEXT and T '
CURRENT, an appropriate error mess-
age is given. Pronounced "tick". (uuntln) dl ‘ddrl dz .ddr2

Convert the ascii text beginning at
( P Lo addrl+l with regard to BASE. The new

’ value is accumulated into double
u'ed 1“ Eh‘ t°§-' number dl, being left as d2. Addr2
I Cece ch t 111 b is the address of the first uncon-gnore a comment a w ed’11‘1ted by ‘ r1‘ht p‘rQnth..1. vertable digit. Used by NUMBER.

on the same line. Hey occur during
execution or in a colon-definition. . I nz t d Lo

' n p o2 blankiafer the leading parenthesis L‘.v‘ th' .18n‘d product of tvo
' requ ‘T signed numbers.

(.00)
I nl 2 n3 nb LO

“-='.:::.,':::..:::::':::';°::::i:" ‘" =~ -' 3 n 11 1 a b rs Ret-w ere a are s gne num e .
2“ tin‘ t;‘t *3 ch‘ "1'cted °“tP“t ention of an intermediate 31 bit
‘V ce' T‘ product permits greater accuracy than

would be available with the sequence:
e(:c0D!) C nl n2 n3 /

The run-time proceedure, compiled by T

;CODE, that rewrites the code field
of the most recently defined word to
point to the following machine code
sequence. See ;CODB. Qjnon Q1 "2 n3 ___ ng Q5 L9

Leave the quotient n5 and remainder
nb of the operation nl*n2/n3
A 31 bit intermediate product is
used as for *1.
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+ nl n2 --- sum L0 -DUP nl -— nl (if zero)
Leave the sum of nl+n2. nl -— nl nl (non-zero) L0

Reproduce nl only if it is non-zero.
This is usually used to copy a value

+1 n addr --- L0 just before IF, to eliminate the need
Add n to the value at the address. for an ELSE part to drop it.
Pronounced "plus-store".

-FIND --- pfa b tf (found)
+- nl n2 --- n3 --- ff (not found)

APP1Y th¢ 818" °5 "2 £0 nl, which. Accepts the next text word (delimited
18 left 88 3- by blanks) in the input strean to

HERE, and searches the CONTEXT and
then CURRENT vocabularies for a

+BUF addl --" addr? 5 matching entry. If found, the
Advance the disc buffer address addrl dictionary entry’, parameter field
to the address of the next buffer address, its length byte, and a
addr2. Boolean f is false when addr2 b°o1ean true 13 1ef;, Otherwise,
18 the buffaf PT¢9e"t1Y P°1ted C0 only a boolean false is left.
by variable PREV.

-TRAILING addr nl .--- addr n2
+LO0P n1 --- (run) Adjusts the character count n1 of a

845? R2 "' (¢°"P11¢) Pvc2sLo text string beginning address to
Used in a colon-definition in the suppress the output of trailing
form: blanks. i.e. the characters at

D0 --- H1 +L09? addr+nl to addr+n2 are blanks.
At run-time, +LO0P selectively
controls branching back to the cor-
responding D0 based on nl, the loop - n, --- L0
index and the loop limit. The signed Print a number from a signed 16 bit
increment nl is added to the index two's complement value, converted
and the total compared to the limit. according to the numeric BASE.
The branch back to D0 occurs until A trailing blanks follows.
the new index is equal to or greater Pronounced "dot".
than the limit (nl>O), or until the
new index is equal to or less than
the limit (nl<0). Upon exiting the ," P,LQ
loop, the parameters are discarded u;e¢ in the form;
and execution continues ahead. ," ¢¢¢¢"

Compiles an in-line string cccc
(delimited by the trailing ") with an

At ¢°"P11¢ time. +L°°P ¢°lP1199 execution proceedure to transmit the
the run-time word (+LO0P) and the text to the selected output device.
branch offset computed from HERE to If executed outside a definition, ."
the address left on the stack by will immediately print the text until
D0. n2 is used for compile time the final ". The maximum number ofgrror ¢he¢k1n3, characters may be an installation

dependent value. See (.").
+0RIGIN n --- addr

Leave the memory address relative wLIIE line scr ---
by n to the origin parameter area. Print on the terminal device, a line
n is the minimum address unit, either of text from the disc by its line and
byte or word. This definition is used screen number. Trailing blanks are
to access or modify the boot-up suppressed.
parameters at the origin area.

s‘ D1 U2 "-"
Print the number nl right aligned in

, n --- L0 a field whose width is n2. No
Store n into the next available dict- fsllovins blank is Printed-
ionary memory cell, advancing the
dictionary pointer. (comma)

/ nl n2 --- quot
~ L0

Leave the signed quotient of nl/n2.
- nl n2 --- diff L0

Leave the difference of nl-n2. Y

/HOD nl n2 --- rem quot L0
Leave the remainder and signed

--> p,L0 quotient of nl/n2. The remainder has
Continue interpretation with the 35¢ I189 °5 lb‘ 41V14¢"4'
next disc screen. (pronounced
next-screen).
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0 I 2 3 ""' ll ‘S POLOThese small numbers are used so often stop 1nt¢tptet,t1°n of . ,creen_
that is is attractive to define them ;5 1, a1,° the run_t1.¢ word compiled
57 all‘ 1" !h* 41¢t1°"lYY 5' ¢°°lt' at the end of a colon-definition
ants. which returns execution to the

calling proceedure.

0< n --- 5 Lo
Leave a true flag if the number is < a1 a2 --- f L0
less than zero (negative), otherwise Leave a true flag if nl is less than
leave a false flag. n2; otherwise leave a false flag.

Qt --- f <'
Leave a true flag is the number is Setup for pictured numeric output
equal to zero, otherwise leave a formatting using the words:
false flag. <# i IS SIGN I>

The conversion is done on a double
number producing text at PAD.

OBRANCH r --- CZ
The run-time proceedure to condition-
ally branch. If f is false (sero), <gu1Lp5 c,L0
€h¢ 5°11°"1"8 1"'11"¢ PlY!m¢¢¢P 1' Used within a colon-definition:
added to the interpretive pointer to g eeee <BUILDs ...
branch ahead or back. Compiled by DOBS> ... ;
17. UNTIL. Ind ""1L3~ Each time cccc is executed, <BUILDS

defines a new word with a high-level
execution proceedure. Executing ccec

1+ n1" --- HZ L1 in the form:
W Increment nl by 1. eecc nnnn

uses <BUILDS to create a dictionary
entry for nnnn with a call to the

2+ nl --- n2 DOBS> part for nnnn. When nnnn is
Leave nl incremented by 2. later executed, it has the address of

its parameter area on the stack and
executes the words after DOES> in

: P,E,L0 cccc. <BUILDS and DOBS> allow run-
Uaed 1n the feta ea11ed a ea1en- time proceedures to written in high-definition: level rather than in assembler code

: cccc ... ; (as required by ;CODB).
Creates a dictionary entry defining
cccc as equivalent to the following
sequence of Forth word definitions I nl n2 --- f L0'...' until the next ';' or ';CODE'. Leave a true flag if nl-n2; other-
The compiling process is done by w1aa 1eave a £a1ae flag.
the text interpreter as long as
STATE is non-zero. Other details
are that the CONTEXT vocabulary is > a1 a2 --- f L0set to the CURRENT vocabulary and Leave a true flag if nl is greaterthat words with the precedence bit ch.“ ng; Qthggwigg a fa1aa g1a3,
set (P) are executed rather than
being compiled.

>R n --- C,L0
Remove a number from the computation

3 P.3.L0 stack and place as the most access-Terminate a colon-definition and able on the return stack. Use shouldstop further compilation. Compiles be baiaaeed with R> in the aaaethe run-time ;S. definition.

BCODI P,C,L0 7 addr -- L0
' Used in the form: Print the value contained at the

= ¢¢¢¢ -~-- 3C°D3 address in free format according toassembly mnemonics the eutteat baae.
Stop compilation and terminate a new
defining word ccec by compiling
(;COD!). Set the CONTEXT vocabulary 1c0ur
9° 45335333. llllIb118 =9 ll¢h1¢ Issue error message if not compiling.
code the following mnemonics.

When cccc later executes in the form: gggp
°°°¢ “"9" Issue error message if stack positionthe word nnnn will be created with agfgaga {gaa va1aa aavaa 1, ggp,its execution proceedurs given by

by the machine code following ccec.
That is, when nnnn is executed, it
does so by jumping to the code after
nnnn. An existing defining word
must exist in ccec prior to ;CODB.
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rraaoa t n --- I/I9! --- =
I..u' ‘Q ‘frat ..;..‘¢ nu.5¢g Q’ 1; This constant leaves the number of
tn, b°°1.‘n f1‘: 1. ttu" bytes per disc buffer, the byte count

read from disc by BLOCK.

IEXEC
Issue an error message if not exec- I/SGI --- n
qg1n3, This constant leaves the number of

blocks per editing screen. By con-
vention, an editing screen is I024

?LOADlNG bytes organized as 16 lines of 66
Issue an error message if not loading characters each.

?PAIRS nl n2 --- BACK addr" ---
Issue an error message if nl does not Calculate the backward branch offset‘
equal n2. The message indicates that " from HERB to addr and compile into
compiled conditionals do not match. the next available dictionary memory

address.

?STACK
Issue an error message is the stack I533 rrr lddf U.LQ
1a qug qf bqunaa. T51; 4af1g1g1eg A user variable contaning the current
may be installation dependent. number base used for input and out-

put conversion.

?TBRMIIAL --- f
Perform a test of the terminal key- B331" "' 14¢! R (compiling) P.L0
bq;g4 fqg g¢gugg1Qg at the break key. Occurs in a colon-definition in form:
A true flag indicates actuation. BEGIN ... UNTIL
This definition is installation BEGIN --- AGAIN
dQP.ndQQts BEGIN see VHILE see REPEAT

At run-time, BEGIN marks the start
of a sequence that may be repetitive-

Q addr --- n L0 ly executed. It serves as a return
Leave the 16 bit contents of address. point from the correspoinding UNTIL,

AGAIN or REPEAT. when executing
UNTIL, a return to BBGII will occur

A3°RT L9 if the top of the stack is false;
Clear the stacks and enter the exec- for AGAIN and REPEAT a return to
ution_state. Return control to the BEGIN always occurs.
operators terminal, printing a mess-
age appropriate to the installation. At compile time BEGIN leaves its ret-

A

urn address and n for compiler error
checking.

ABS n --- u L0
Leave the absolute value of n as u.

IL --- c
A constant that leaves the ascii

AGAIN addr n --- (compiling) P,G2,L0 value for "blank".
Used in a colon-definion in the form:

IIGII ... AGAII A

At run-time, AGAIN forces execution ILAIKS addr count ---
to return to corresponding IIGII. Fill an area of memory begining at
There is no effect on the stack. lid! V1£h-b1lnlI-
Execution cannot leave this loop ‘

(unless l> DROP is executed one
level below). IL! --- addr 'U,L0

A user variable containing the block
At compile time, AGAII compiles number being interpreted. If sero,
IRAICI with an offset from Ill! to input is being taken from the term-
addr. n is used for compile-time inal input buffer.
error checking. A

BLOCK n --- addr . L0
ALLOT n --- L0 Leave the memory address of the block

Add the signed number to the diction— buffer containin8 b1°¢k 5' If =h¢
ary pointer DP. Hay be used to block is not already in memory, it is
reserve dictionary space or re-origin transferred from disc to which ever
I0l0r7- n is with regard to computer buffer was least recently written.
aaagaaa gyp. (b’QQ Qt 'Qrd). If the block occupying that buffer

has been marked as updated, it is re-
written to disc before block n is

AID a1 Q2 --- Q2 L0 read into the buffer. See also
Leave the bitwise logical and of nl DUI!!!» R/V UPDATF 73°35
and n2 as n3.
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COHPILE C2
When the word containing COMPILE

BLocK_‘EAD executes, the execution address of
BLOCK-WRITE These are the preferred names I50 VOT4 f°11°"1"8 C9"?IL3 19 ¢°P1¢4for the installation dependent code (¢°"P11¢4) 1“t° I51 ¢1¢t1°Bl!Y-

to read and write one block to the Th1‘ '11°“° 'P°¢1f1° ¢°"P11l¢1°"disc. situations to be handled in additon
to simply compling an execution
address (which the interpreter

gggngn c2,L0 already does).
The run-time proceedure to uncondit-
ionally branch. An in-line offset .is added to the interpretive pointer CQNSTANT H '-- L0
IP to branch ahead or back. BRANCH A definins word “led in the f°rw=
1: compiled by ztsa, AGAIN, REPEAT. n QQNSTANT ¢¢¢¢

to create word cccc, with its para-
meter field containing n. When cccc

guppgg n --- ;4¢r is later executed, it will push
Obtain the next memory buffer, ass— lh value Of R $0 I58 8t!¢k-
igning it to block n. If the con-
tents of the buffer is marked as up-
dated, it is written to the disc CONTEXT --- 844! U.L0
The block is not read from the disc. A user variable containing 8 P°1"teY
The gddrggg lgft 1; the f1ggg ¢¢11 to the vocabulary within which dict-
within the buffer for data storage. 1°"!!! B¢8Y¢he9 "111 51!!‘ b¢81"'

C! b addr --- COUNT addrl --- addrl n_ L0
Store 8 bits at address. On word Leave the byte address addr2 and byte
addressing computers, further spec- count n of a message text beginningification is necessary regarding byte at address addrl. It is presumed
addressing. that the first byte at addrl contains

the text byte count and the actual
text starts with the second byte.

C, b --- Typically COUNT is followed by TYPE.
Store 8 bits of b into the next

-available dictionary byte, advancing
the dictionary pointer. This is only CR L0.v;11;b1, Q“ by‘. .ddr'.'1n8 c°-p- Transmit a carriage return and line
uters, and should be used with feed-to the selected output device.
caution on byte addressing mini-
computers.

e CREATE
A defining word used in the form:

CG" addr --- b CREATE cccc -

Leave the 8 bit contents of memory 57 l"¢h "°Y4l 45 C993 ld CONSTANTaddress. On word addressing comput- t° ¢'e‘t¢ Q d1¢t1°"lrY h¢l4¢Y 5°?ers, further specification is needed 8 F0!th d¢f1B1£10h- Th ¢°4¢ 51814regarding byte addressing. contains the address of the words
parameter field. The new word is
created in the CURRENT vocablary.

CIA pfa --- cfa
Convert the parameter field address
of a definition to its code field CSP ---- addr U
3447939‘ A user variable temporarily storing

the stack pointer position, for
compilation error checking.

CHOVE from to count ---
V

Move the specified quantity of bytes
beginning at address from to address 9+ 41 42 -'- 49""to. The contents of address from Leave the double number sum of twois moved first proceeding toward high 4°"b1¢ "I5¢Y9-
memory. Iurther specification is
necessary on word addressing comp-
uters. D+- dl n --- d2

Apply the sign of n to the double
number dl, leaving it as d2.

COLD
The cold start proceedure to adjust
the dictionary pointer to the min- 9- 4 "" L1
imum standard and restart via ABORT. Print a signed double number from a -

Hay be called from the terminal to 32 bit two's complement value. The
remove application programs and high-order 16 bits are most access-restart. able on the stack. Conversion is

performed according to the current
BASE. A blank follows. Pronounced
D-dbt.
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D.R d n —-- DO nl n2 ——- (execute)

Print a signed double number d right addr n --- (compile) P,C2,LO
aligned in a field n characters wide. Occurs in a colon-definition in form:

D0 ... LOOP
DO ... +LOOP

DADS d --- ud At run time, DO begins a sequence
Lgave th, ab'°1ut' v.1“; u¢ qf g with repetitive execution controlled
double number. by a loop limit nl and an index with

initial value n2. D0 removes these
from the stack. Upon reaching LOOP

DECIHAL L0 the index is incremented by one.
Set the numeric conversion BASE for Until the new index equals or exceeds
decimal input-output. ' the limit, execution loops back to

just after D0; otherwise the loop
parameters are discarded and execut-

DEIINITIONS L1 ion continues ahead. Both nl and n2
“lad 1" 35¢ 5°Y§= are determined at run-time and may be

cccc DEFINITIONS the result of other operations.
Set the CURRENT vocabulary to the Within a loop 'I' will copy the
CONTEXT vocabulary. In the example,
executing vocabulary name cccc madeit the CONTEXT vocabulary and exec- "ire"! Vllue Of the index £0 the
uting DBTINITIONS made both specify B£8¢i- 38¢ I. L°9P. +L°0P. LEAVE-
vocabulary cccc.

when compiling within the colon-
definition, D0 compiles (DO), leaves

D1311 ¢ "1 -__ Q1 gf (qk) the following address addr and n for
¢ n1 --- ff (b‘d) later error checking.

Converts the ascii character c (using
base nl) to its binary equivalent n2,
accompanied by a true flag. If the DOl8> L0
conversion is invalid, leaves only A word which defines the run-time
a false flag. action within s high—level defining

word. DOES> alters the code field
and first parameter of the new word
to execute the sequence of compiled

DLIQT word addresses following DOES>. Used
List the names of the dictionary in combination with <BUILDS. when the
entries in the CONTIXT vocabulary. DOIS> part executes it begins with

the address of the first parameter
4

of the new word on the stack. This
allows interpretation using this

DLITBRAL d --- d (executing) area or its contents. Typical uses
d -~— (compiling) Y include the Forth assembler, multi-If compiling, compile a stack double diminsional arrays, and compiler

number into a literal. Later execut— generation.
ion of the definition containing the
literal will push it to the stack» If
executing, the number will remain on D, ____ ‘g, u.L
tR' 't‘¢k' A user variable, the dictionary

pointer, which contains the address
of the next free memory above the

DIIIU8 dl --- d2 dictionary. The value may be read by
Convert dl to its double number two's gggg ‘ad g1;,;,¢ by ALLQT,
complement. -

DPL --—- addr U,L0
A user variable containing the number
of digits to the right of the decimal
on double integer input. It may also
be used hold output column location
of s decimal point, in user generated
formsting. The default value on
single number input is -1.

BIO Installation dependent commands to
Dll select disc drives, by preseting

OFFSET. The contents of OIISET is
added to the block number in BLOCK
to allow for this selection. Offset
is supressed for error text so that
is may always originate from drive O.
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n‘°, n --- L0 ENDIP addr n --- (compile) P,C0,LODrop thg nugbgf fgqg gh. ;g.¢g, Occurs in a colon-definition in form:
' IF see ENDIF

IF COO O00
Dgup ‘dd: n --- L0 At run-time, ENDIE serves only as thePrint the contents of n memory destination of a forward branch from1°¢;g1¢gg bg31nn1n3 Q ;¢¢g, Bqgh IF or ELSE. It marks the conclusion

addresses and contents are shown in °5 ¢h¢ ¢°"d1¢1°"d1 l¢!"¢!"Y¢~ THENthe current numeric base. is another name for ENDIF. Both
names are supported in fig-FORTH. See
also IF and ELSE.

DUP "n --- n n LO
Duplicate the value on the stack. At compile-time, ENDTF computes the

forward branch offset from addr to
HERE and stores it at addr. n is

ELSE addrl nl --- addr2 n2 used for error rests-
(compiling) P,C2,LO

Occurs within a colon-definition
1|} {hg fqrgg ERAS! ldf ll ""-II ... ELSE ... ENDIF Clear a region of memory to zero from
At run-time, ELSE executes after the addr over n addresses.true part following IF. ELSE forces
execution to skip over the following
false part and resumes execution ERROR line --- in blkafter eh; 3391!. 1; hag na Qtgck Execute error notification and re-effect. start of system. WARNING is first

' examined. If 1, the text of line n,
At compi1e—time ans: emplaces snaaca relative rd erred“ 4 df drive 0 18reserving a branch_offset, leaves PP1"t¢d~ Th1! 11“¢ ""lb¢F ll? 5¢the address addr2 and n2 for error positive or negative. Ind b¢7¢Bd Jul!testing. ELSE also resolves the l¢f¢¢n 4- If VAR"1"G'°. R 1| Jul!pagd1n3 fqrwgrd bg;n¢h frag 1! by printed as a message number (non disccalculating the offset from addrl to installation). If WARNING is -1,
HIRE and storing at addrl. the definition (ABORT) is executed,

which executes the system ABORT. The
user may cautiously modify thisENIT c --- L0 execution by altering (ABORT).

Transmit ascii character c to the f18'F°RT3 IIVQB the Clil Of 1"selected output device. OUT is ‘ and ELK to assist in determining theincremented for each character location of the error. Final actionoutput.
, is execution of QUIT.

EMPTY-EUPIEIS L0 EXECUTE addr --
Hark all block-buffers as empty, not Execute the definition whose codenecessarily affecting the contents. £1014 lddrell 10 On the ltl¢K- TheUpdated blocks are not written to the ¢°¢¢ field lddrell 18 I180 Cllllddisc. This 1. also an initialisation the rdlvillridn address-proceedure before first use of thedisc.

EXPECT addr count --- L0EICLOSE addrl c --- Transfer characters from the terminaladrl Q1 nz Q3 to address, until a "return" or theThe text scanning primitive used by count of characters have been rec-NORD. Prom the text address addrl eived. One or more nulls are addedand an ascii delimiting character c, 5‘ Rh‘ 934 °f thd $6!!-is determined the byte offset to thefirst non-delimiter character nl,
the offset to the first delimiter T3335 "' I44? Uafter the text n2, and the offset A user variable containing anto the first character not included. address below which E0lGETting isT51! Pfddildfl V111 not process past trapped. To forget below this pointan ascii ‘null’, treating it as an the user must alter the contents ofunconditional delimiter. EENCE.

339 P,C2,LO TILL addr quan b ---This is an ‘alias’ or duplicate Fill memory at the address with thedefinition for UNTIL. specified quantity of bytes b.

IIIST --- n
A constant that leaves the addressof the first (lowest) block buffer.
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FLD --- addr U II f --- (run-time) .

A user variable for control of number --- addr n (compile) VVP,¢2,LO
°"tP°¢ f1¢1d "14¢h~ PTQQQQIIY ""' Occurs is a colon-definition in form:
used in £1;-roars. IF (tr) --- EIDIIIr see ess

At run-time, IF selects execution
FORGET !,LO based on a boolean flag. If f is

E;¢¢u¢e¢ 1“ thg farm; true (non-zero), execution continues
FORGET cccc ahead thru the true part.l If f is

Deletes definition named cccc from f818¢ (IQYO). ¢Xe¢"t1°n 'k1P9 @111
the d1¢;1onary with 311 entgieg just after ELSE to execute the false
physically following it. In fig- part. After either part, execution
FORTH, an error message will occur if Yeume 8ft¢f 3ND1F- ELSE and its
the cuannur and couraxr vocabularies flle Part are national-; if Iilsins.
are not currently the same. £a1;¢ Q]QCUC1On skips to just after

ENDIF., .

FORTH P,Ll
The name Qf the primary vocgbulggy, At compile—time IF compiles QIRAICH
Execution makes FORTH the CONTEXT and reserves space for an offset
vocabulary. Until additional user gt aaar, addf ‘n4 n ‘re u'Qd later
vocabularies are defined, new user for resolution of the offset and
definitions become a part of FORTH. error testing.
FORTH is immediate, so it will exec-
ute during the creation of a.colon-

~

definition, to select this vocabulary IMMEDIATEit ¢°mP11¢ ¢1m¢- Mark the most resently made definit-
ion so that when encountered at
compile time, it will be executed

HERE "‘ add‘ ' Lo rather than being compiled. i.e. the
LQBVQ the address Of Ch! 0&8! lVl11" prg¢¢Qgg¢¢ big 13 1t. hgggg 1; ggg,
able dictionary location. This method allows definitions to

handle unusual compiling situations,
rather than build them into the

"EX L9 fundamental compiler. The user_may
Set the numeric COQVGIIIOD base CO fqrqg gg-?11gg1gg gf gg lgggjggg
sixteen (hexadecimal). definition by proceeding it with

[COHPILI].

HLD --- addr L0
A user variable that holds the addr- ll --- addr LO
ess of the latest character of text A ujgf vag1ab1g gggtglglg‘ ghg byte
during numeric output conversion. offset within the current input text

U buffer (terminal or disc) from which
the next text will be accepted. HORD

HOLD c --- LO uses and moves the value of II.
Used between <0 and l> to insert _»
an ascii character into a pictured
numeric output string. lgpggy “ftp.” ‘Q Uf$fJ
e.g. 2! BOLD will place a Print the first line of each screen
4¢¢1ll1 P°1"¢- over the range from, to. This is

used to view the commemt lines of an
area of text on disc screens.

I --- n C,LU
Used within a DO-LOOP to copy the
loop index to the stack. Other IITIIPIET
use is implementation dependent. " Th; gutQf ¢¢;; igggfpggggf which
See R. sequentially executes or ceepiles

text from the input stream (terminal
or disc) depending on 8TATI.e If the

ID. addr --- word name cannot be found after
Print a definition's name from its a search of COITBXT and than CURRENT
name field address. it is converted to a nnmber_eccording

to the current base. That also fail-
ing, an error message echoing the
name with a " 7” will be given.
Text input will be taken according to
the convention for WORD. If s decimal
point is found as part of e number,
a double number value will be left.
The decimal point has no other pur-
pose than to force this eetion.
See NUMBER.
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[Ev --- ¢ L0 LOOP sddr n -—- (compiling) P,C2,L0
Leave the ascii value of the next Occurs in a colon-definition in form:
terminal key struck. no °°° LOOP

At run-time, LOOP selectively cont-
rols branching back to the correspon-

LATEST -—- addr ding DO based on the loop index and
Leave the name field address of the 11I1t- Th9 1°°P 10598 18 ifelented
topmost word in the CURRENT vocabul- by one and compared to the 11m1t. The.,y branch back to D0 occurs until the

. index equals or exceeds the limit;
at that time, the parameters are

LEAVE ¢,LQ discarded and execution continues
Force termination of a D0-LOOP at the ahead-
next opportunity by setting the loop

.limit equal to the current value of At ¢°lP11¢'t1l¢o L90? ¢°lP11¢9 (L09?)
the index. The index itself remains Ind 08¢! G44! £0 Cllcllte in Offset
unchanged, and execution prodeeds t0 90- ‘n 18 0004 fbt etrr te8t1ng-
normally until LOOP or +LO0P is
encountered. .

8* ml n2 -—- d
A mixed magnitude math operation

LFA pfa -—- 'lfa which leaves the double number signed
Convert the parameter field address product of two signed number.
of a dictionary definition to its

~link field address.
HI d nl -——-~n2 n3

A mixed magnitude math operator which
LIMIT --__ n leaves the signed remainder n2 and

A constant leaving the address just 813004 quotient R3. {I00 I 4°"b1¢‘b°v¢ the h18he.t ‘glory ‘v.i1‘b1‘ number dividend and divisor nl. The
for a disc buffer. Usually this is rillidr tlill 1tI lign frbl the
the highest system memory. dividendo

LIST n -—- LO H/HOD udl u2 ---. u3 udb
p1,p1;y the gg¢11 ;,;; qf ,¢;¢¢n n An unsigned mixed magnitude math
on the selected output device. scn ovsrstivn which leaves I deuble
contains the screen number during and quotient 044 004 I¢li14¢! "3. 5Y0! -after this process. a double dividend udl and single

divisor u2.

LIT -—- n C2,L0 -

Within a colon-definition, LIT is BAX nl n2 -—- max L0
automatically compiled before each Leave the greater of two numbers.
16 bit literal number encountered in
input text. Later execution of LIT
causes the contents of the next MESSAGE n -—-dictionary address to be pushed to Print on the selected output device
the stack. the text of line n relative to screen

4 of drive 0. n may be positive or
negative. MESSAGE may be used to

LITERAL n -—- (compiling) P,C2,L0 print incidental text such as reportIf compiling, then compile the stack headers. If WARNING is zero, the
value n as a 16 bit literal. This message will simply be printed asdefinition is immediate so that it a number (disc un-available).will execute during a colon defin-
ition. The intended use is:

: xxx l calculate 1 LITEIAL ;* MIN nl n2 -—- min L0
Ccpilmtion 1; guep¢n¢¢4 fer the Leave the smaller of two numbers.
compile time calculation of a value.
Compilation is reusumed and LITEIAL
compiles this value. MINUS H1 -—- B3 L0

Leave the two's complement of a
number.

LOAD n -—- - L0
Begin interpretation of screen n.
Loading will terminate at the end of MOD nl n2 -—- mod L0
the screen or at ;$. See ;S and -->. Leave the remainder of nl/n2, with

the same sign as nl.

HON
Exit to the system monitor, leaving
a re-entry to Forth, if possible.
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nova addrl addr2 n --- ran ——~ addr L0
Move the contents of n memory cells Leave the address of the text output
(16 bit contents) beginning at addrl buffer, which is a fixed offset above
into n cells beginning at addr2. HERE.
The contents of addrl is moved first.
This definition is appropriate on
on word addressing computers. PIA nfa --- pfa

Convert the name field address of
a compiled definition to its para-

NEXT meter field address.
This is the inner interpreter that ~

uses the interpretive pointer IP to '

execute compiled Forth definitions. POP
It is "0! d1Y9¢¢1Y @X@¢"¢9d 5"¢ 1' The code sequence to remove a stack
the return point for all code pro- value and return to NEXT. POP is
ceedures. It acts by fetching the not directly executable, but is a

address pointed by IP, storing this Forth re—entry point after machine
value in register W. It then jumps gqdg, -

to the address pointed to by the
address pointed to by W. W points to
the code field of a definition which pggv ---- _gd¢r
contains the address of the code A variable containing the address of
which executes for that definition. the dine buffer most recently ref-
This usage Of indirect threaded COJQ ggggggd, Thg UPDATE gggmand mark;
is a major contributor to the power, this buffer to be later written to
portability, and extensibility of digg,
Forth. Locations of IP and W are
computer specific.

PUSH
This code sequence pushes machine

NFA pfa --- nfa registers to the computation stack
Convert the parameter field address and returns to NEXT. It is not
of a definition to its name field. directly executable, but in a Forth

re-entry point after machine code.

NUMBER addr --- d

Convert a character string left at PUT
844? "ith 8 PF¢¢e¢d18 ¢°"¢. I0 This code sequence stores machine
5 918"¢d d°"b1¢ "umber. "91"! th register contents over the topmost
current numeric base. If a decimal computation stack value and returns
point is encountered in the text, its gs 3317. It is not directly exec-
P°91¢1°" "111 be Sive in DPL. 5"! utable, but is a Iorth re—entry point
no other effect occurs. If numeric after machine code.
conversion is not possible, an error
message will be given.

QUERY
Input 80 characters of text (or until

OFFSET --- addr U a "return") from the operators
A user variable which may contain terminal. Text is P°l1¢1°“¢d It th¢
a block offset to disc drives. The address contained in T13 with IN
contents of OFFSET is added to the set to zero.
stack number by BLOCK. Messages
by MESSAGE are independent of OYPSBT.
See atocx, nno, DR1, nsssacr. QUIT L1

Clear the return stack, stop compil-
ation, and return control to the

OR nl n2 -— or - LO operators terminal. Io message
Leave the bit-wise logical or of two is given.
16 bit values.

‘ —_— n
OUT --- addr U Copy the top of the return stack to

A user variable that contains a value ‘the computation stack.
incremented by EMIT. The user mayalter and examine OUT to control
display formating. RI --- addr U

A user variable which may contain
the location of an editing cursor,

QVER n1 n2 --- nl n2 nl L0 or other file related function.
Copy the second stack value, placingit as the new top.
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SMUDGE
Used during word definition to toggle

R/w addr blk f --- the "smudge bit" in a definitions’
The fig_FoRTH standard d1s¢ r¢ad- name field. This prevents an un-
write linkage. addr specifies the completed definition from being found
source or destination block buffer, d"Y1n8 di¢t1°8YY Be8F¢h¢8. Until
blk is the sequential number of compiling is completed without error.
the referenced block; and f is a

flag for f-0 write and f-1 read.
R/W determines the location on mass SP!
storage, performs the read-write and A computer dependent proceedure to
performs any error checking. initialize the stack pointer from

' S0.

R) ___ n L0
Remove the top value from the return SP@ --- addr
stack and leave it on the computation A computer dependent proceedure to
stack_ See >3 and R, return the address of the stack

position to the top of the stack,
as it was before SP@ was executed.

R0 --- addr U (e.g. 1 2 SP@ @ . . . would
A user variable containing the FYPQ 2 2 1)
initial location of the return stack.
Pronounced R-zero. See RP!

SPACE LO
Transmit an ascii blank to the output

REPEAT addr n --- (cemvilins) P.C2 dev1¢e-
Used within a colon—definition in the
form: '

BEGIN ... WHILE ... REPEAT SPACES n --- LO
A; run-time, REPEAT forces an Transmit n ascii blanks to the output
unconditional branch back to just device.
after the correspoinding BEGIN.

At compile-time, REPEAT compiles STATE --- addr L0,U
naaucn and the offset from anus to A ueer variable eenteins the eemP11-
addr. n is used for error testing. ation state. A non-zero value

indicates compilation. The value
. itself may be implementation depend-

ROT nl n2 n3 --- n2 n3 nl L0 ent.
Rotate the top three values on the
stack, bringing the third to the top.

SWAP nl n2 --- n2 nl LO
Exchange the top two values on the

RP! stack.
A computer dependent proceedure to
initialize the return stack pointer
from user variable R0. TASK

’ A no-operation word which can mark
the boundary between applications.

q->D n --- d By forgetting TASK and re—compiling,
Sign extend a single number to form an application can be discarded in
a double number. its entirety.

S0 --- addr U THEN P,C0,L0
A user variable that contains the An 81188 5°! ENDIF-initial value for the stack pointer.
Pronounced S-zero. See SP!

TIB --- addr U

A user variable containing the addr-
SCR -__ adgr U ess of the terminal input buffer.

A user variable containing the screen
number most recently reference by
L151, TOGGLE addr b ---

Complement the contents of addr by
the bit pattern b.

SIGN " n d --- d L0
Stores an ascii "-" sign just before
a converted numeric output string TRAVERSE addfl " "‘ addrz
in the text output buffer when n is MOVE 8¢T°93 the ame field °f 8
ne8at1ve_ n is discarded, but double fig—FORTH variable length name field.
number d 15 maintained. Must be addrl is the address of either the
used between <# and #>. length byte or the last letter.If n-1, the motion is toward hi mem-

ory; if n--1, the motion is toward
low memory. The addr2 resulting is
address of the other end of the name,
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3 
VARIABLE E,Lu

A defining word used in the form:
TRIAD scr --- n VARIABLE cccc

Display on the selected output device When VARIABLE is executed, it creates
the three screens which include that the definition tttc with its para-
numbered scr, begining with a screen meter field initialized to n. when
evenly divisible by three. Output cccc is later executed, the address
is suitable for source text records, of its parameter field (cantaining n)
and includes a reference line at the ie left on the statk, so that 8 fet¢h
bottom taken from line 15 of screen4. or store may access this location.

TYPE addr count --- L0 VOC-LINK --- addr U
Transmit count characters from addr A ueer variable eentaining the addr-
to the selected output device. ess of a field in the definition of

the most recently created vocabulary.
All vocabulary names are linked by

U* ul u2 --- ud these fields to allow control for
Leave the unsigned double number FORGETting thru multiple vocabularys.
product of two unsigned numbers. -

VOCABULARY E,L
U/ ud ul --- u2 u3 A defining word used in the form:

Leave the unsigned remainder u2 and VOCABULARY cccc
unsigned quotient u3 from the unsign- to create a vocabulary definition
ed double dividend ud and unsigned cccc. Subsequent use of cccc will
divisor ul. make it the CONTEXT vocabulary which

is searched first by INTERPRET. The
sequence "cccc DEFINITIONS" will

UNTIL f --- (run-time) also make cccc the CURRENT vocabulary
addr n --- (compile) P,C2,L0 into which new definitions are

Occurs within a colon-definition in pleeed,
the form:

BEGIN ... UNTIL In fig—FORTH, cccc will be so chained
At run-time, UNTIL controls the cond- as to include all definitions of the
itional branch back to the corres— vecabulary in which cccc 18 itself
ponding BEGIN. If f is false, exec- defined. All vocabularys ulitmately
ution returns to just after BEGIN; chain to Forth. By conventiv.if true, execution continues ahead. vocabulary names are to be declared

IMMEDIATE. See VOC-LINK.
At compile—time, UNTIL compiles
(OBRANCH) and an offset from HERE
to addr. n is used for error tests. VLIST

List the names of the definitions in
the context vocabulary. "Break" will

UPDATE LO terminate the listing.
Marks the most recently referenced
block (pointed to by PREV) as
altered. The block will subsequently WARNING -'" addr U
be transferred automatically to disc A user variable containing a value
should its buffer be required for ¢°"tY°111n8 me$888°8- If ' 1

storage of a different block. d13¢ 19 Present. and 8¢f¢e 4 Of
drive O is the base location for
messages. If - 0, no disc is present

USE --- addr ‘ and messages will be presented by
A variable containing the address of number. If - -1, execute (ABORT) for
the block buffer to use next, as the a user specified proceedure.
least recently written. See MESSAGE, ERROR.

USER n --- L0 WHILE f --- (run-time)
A defining word used in the form: adl nl --- adl n1 ad2 n2 P,C2

n USER eeee Occurs in a colon-definition in the
which creates a user variable cccc. form:
The parameter field of cccc contains BEGIN ... WHILE (tp) ... REPEAT
n as a fixed offset relative to At run-time, WHILE selects condition-
rhe ueer peinter register UP fer al execution based on boolean flag f.
this user variable. When cccc is If f is true (non-zero), WHILE cont-
later executed, it places the sum of intues execution of the true part
its offset and the user area base thru to REPEAT. Vh1¢h then bY8¢he$
address on the stack as the storage back to BEGIN. If f is false (zero),
address of that particular variable. execution skips to just after REPEAT.

exiting the structure.

At compile time, WHILE emplaces
(OBRANCH) and leaves ad2 of the res-
erved offset. The stack values will
be resolved by REPEAT.
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wznrn --- addr U
In fig—FORTH, a user variable cont-
aining the maximum number of letters
saved in the compilation of s
definitions’ name. It must be 1 thru
31, with a default value of 31. The
name character count and its natural
characters are saved, up to the
value in WIDTH. The value may be ‘

changed at any time within the above
limits.

WORD c -—- L9
Read the next text characters from
the input stream being interpreted,until a delimiter c is found, storing
the packed character string begining
at the dictionary buffer HERE. WORD
leaves the character count in thefirst byte, the characters, and endswith two or more blanks. Leading
occurances of-c are ignored. If BLK
is zero, text is taken from theterminal input buffer, otherwise from
the disc block stored in BLK.
See BLK, IN.

X

This is pseudonym for the "null"
or dictionary entry for a name of
one character of ascii null. Itis the execution proceedure to term-
inate interpretation of a line of
text from the terminal or within
a disc buffer, as both buffers always
have a null at the end.

XOR nl n2 --- xor Ll
Leave the bitwise logical exclusive-
or of two values.

[ P,Ll
Used in a colon-definition in form:

: xxx [ words 1 more ;
Suspend compilation. The words after
I are executed, not compiled. This
allows calculation or compilation
exceptions before resuming compil-
ation with ]. See LITBRAL, 1.

(courts) r,c
Used in a colon-definition in form:

: xxx ICOHPILBI IORTH ;
ICOMPILEJ will force the compilation
of an immediate defininition,
that would otherwise execute
during compilation. The above
example will select the FORTH
vocabulary when xxx executes, rather
than at compile time.

1 Ll
Resume compilation, to the completionof a colon-definition. See [.

\
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EDITOR USER MANUAL

by Bill Stoddart
of FIG, United Kingdom

FORTH organizes its mass storage into "screens" of 1024 characters.If, for example, a diskette of 250k byte capacity is used entirely
for storing text, it will appear to the user as 250 screens
numbered O to 249-

Each screen is organized as 16 lines with 64 characters per line.
The FORTH screens are merely an arrangement of virtual memory and
need not correspond exactly with the screen format of a particular
terminal.

Selecting a Screen and Input of Text

To start an editing session the user types EDITOR to invoke the
appropriate vocabulary.

The screen to be edited is then selected, using either:
n LIST ( list screen n and select it for editin ) OR
n CLEAR ( clear screen n and select for editing I

To input new test to screen n after LIST or CLEAR the P (put)
command is used. -

Example:

l\)—-‘CD

"‘d"U"U

FORTH INTEREST GROUP NOVEMBER 1980

THIS IS HOW
TO INPUT TEXT
TO LINES O, 1, AND 2 OF THE SELECTED SCREEN.



 I

Line Editing

During this descirption of the editor, reference is made to PAD.
This is a text buffer which may hold a line of text used by or
saved with a line editing command, or a text string to be found or
deleted by a string editing command.

PAD can be used to transfer a line from one screen to another, as
well as to perform edit operations within a single screen.

 
Line Editor Commands

n H Hold line n at PAD (used by system more often than by user)

n D Delete line n but hold it in PAD. Line 15 becomes blank
as lines n+1 to 15 move up_1 line.

n T Type line n and save it in PAD.

n R Replace line n with the text in PAD.

n I Insert the text from PAD at line n, moving the old line n
and following lines down. Line 15 is lost.

n E Erase line n with blanks.

n S Spread at line n. n and subsequent lines move down 1

line. Line n becomes blank. Line 15 is lost.

FORTH INTEREST GROUP NOVEMBER 1980



Cursor Control and String Editing

The screen of text being edited resides in a buffer area of
storage. The editing cursor is a variable holding an offset intothis buffer area. Commands are provided for the user to position
the cursor, either directly or by searching for a string of buffertext, and to insert or delete text at the cursor position.

Commands to Position the Cursor

TOP" Position the cursor at the start of the screen.

N M Move the cursor by'a signed amount n and print the cursorline. The position of the cursor on its line is shown by
a (underline).

String Editing Commands

F text Search forward from the current cursor position untilstring "text" is found. The cursor is left at the end
of the text string, and the cursor line is printed.If the string is not found an error message is given
and the cursor is repositioned at the top of screen.

B Used after F to back up the cursor by the length of
the most recent text.

N Find the next occurrence of the string found by an F
command.

X text Find and delete the string "text."
C text Copy in text to the cursor line at the cursor position.
TILL text Delete on the cursor line from the cursor till the end

of the text string "text."
NOTE: Typing C with no text will copy a null into the text

at the cursor position. This will abruptly stop later
compiling! To delete this error type TOP X ‘return’.

FORTH INTEREST GROUP NOVEMBER 1980
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n LIST List screen n and select it for editing

n CLEAR Clear screen n with blanks and select it for editing
n1 n2 COPY Copy screen n1 to screen n2.

L List the current screen. The cursor line is relisted
rafter the screen listing, to show the cursor position.

FLUSH Used at the end of an editing session to ensure thatall entries and updates of text have been transferred
to disc.

FORTH INTEREST GROUP NOVEMBER 1980
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Editor Glossary

TEXT c —-—
Accept following text to pad. c is text delimiter.

LINE n —-— addr
Leave address of line n of current screen. This address will
be in the disc buffer area.

T

WHERE n1 n2 -——
‘

n2 is the block no., n1 is offset into block. If an error is
found in the source when loading from disc, the recovery
routine ERROR leaves these values on the stack to help the user
locate the error. WHERE uses these to print the screen and
line nos. and a picture of where the error occurred.

R# —-— addr
A user variable which contains the offset of th editing cursor
from the start of the screen.

#LOCATE —-— n1 n2
From the cursor position determine the line-no n2 and the
offset into the line n1.

#LEAD —-— line—address offset-to—cursor

#LAG —-— cursor—address count—after—cursor—till-EOL

—MOVE addr line-no —--
Move a line of text from addr to line of current screen.

H n -—-
Hold numbered line at PAD.

E n —--
Erase line n with blanks.

S n —--
Spread. Lines n and following move down. n becomes blank.

D n —-—
Delete line n, but hold in pad.

M n —--
Move cursor by a signed amount and print its line.

T n —--
Type line n and save in PAD.

L ___
List the current screen.

FORTH INTEREST GROUP NOVEMBER 1980
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R n -—-
Replace line n with the text in PAD.

n t

Put the followng text on line n.

I n -—-
Spread at line n and insert text from PAD.

TOP -—-
Position editing cursor at top of screen.

CLEAR n -—-
Clear screen n, can be used to select screen n for editing.

FLUSH -—-
Write all updated buffers to disc. This has been modified wo
cope with an error in the Micropolis CPM disc drivers.

COPY n1 n2 -—-
D

Copy screen n1 to screen n2.

-TEXT Addr 1 count Addr 2 -- boolean
True if strings exactly match.

I-

MATCH cursor—addr bytes—left—till—EOL str-addr str—count
-—- tf cursor—advance-till-end-of—matching-text
-—- ff bytes—1eft-till-EOL
Match the string at str-addr with all strings on the cursor
 line forward from the cursor. The arguments left allow the
cursor R# to be updated either to the end of the matching text
or to the start of the next line.

1LINE -—- f
Scan the cursor line for a match to PAD text. Return flag and
update the cursor R# to the end of matching text, or to the
start of the next line if no match is found.

FIND -—-
I

Search for a match to the string at PAD, from the cursor
position till the end of screen. If no match found issue an
error message and reposition the cursor at the top of screen.

DELETE n -—-
Delete n characters prior to the cursor.

N ___
Find next occurrence of PAD text.

F ___
 

Input following text to PAD and search for match from cursor
position till end of screen.
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B __-
Backup cursor by text in PAD.

X ___
Delete next occurrence of following text

TILL —--
Delete on cursor line from cursor to end of the following text.

C ___
Spread at cursor and copy the following text into the cursorline.

FORTH INTEREST GROUP
NOVEMBER 1980
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Aug 1982 Supplement till ABC-klubben rapport nr 2

THE FORTH asssmstsa ~ COMMENTS, CRITICISM and EXTEN*
SIONS

AHSTRQCT

The original version of the FORTH 8080 assembler is
described and a proposed "improved" version is
discussed.. Extensions ior the implementation oi Z80
instructions (those not found in the 8080) are
suggested.

INTRODUCTION

The ¥ig~FORTH implementation on the ABCBO is derived
from the 8080 version originally coded by John J.
Cassady. About two years ago Cassady wrote, in
FORTH, an assembler which interprets Intel B080
mnemonics and lays out the appropriate machine code
directly. It is there+ore a one pass assembler
which loads code directly. Program flow is control-
led by the FORTH structured control words BEGIN
WHILE UNTIL REPEAT IF ELSE and THEN. Cassady has
recently released a newer version oi the assembler.

ORIGINAL VERSION

The assembler uses pure B080 mnemonics but the order
of use sis reversed, as is typical of the FORTH
method of operation. with a conventional assembler
the instruction order would be:

instruction destination, source (NOV A,L)

while the FORTH assembler requires

source destination instruction (L A NOV).

For ABCBO users, the question immediately arises,
"Isn’t there a Z80 assembler ¥or FORTH that  wou1d
allow us to use Z80 mnemonics and those poweriul
additional instructions which the 8080 doesn’t
have?". The answer is: T

1 ~  yes, there are Z80 assemblers ior FORTH,
2 ~ no, you can’t use pure Z80 mnemonics with

them, and  

3 ~ yes, you can use the additionab Z80
instructions with them. '

Implementors of Z80 and 6502 assemblers (in FORTH)
usually put a comma at the end o¥ the instruction
mnemonics to set off the source—destination—instruc—
tion sequence from the following source~destination~
instruction sequence. That is a minor detail that
can easily be implemented in the 8080 assembler, if
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you prefer it. A more important change from the
conventional assembler to the equivalent FORTH ass~
embler, is- the description of source and destina—tion. The simple instruction LD can direct informa—tion transfer between registers, to register pairs,indirectly to the byte addressed by a register pair
and it can use immediate data or the contents ofregisters or indirectly addressed bytes. This vari-
ety of addressing modes requires the use of flags to
indicate the addressing mode, while the 8080 mnemo-
nics uses different mnemonic instructions for thedifferent addressing modes (MVI moves immediate data
to a register, LXI loads immediate data into a
register pair, etc.) Therefore, the use of 8080
mnemonics simplifies the assembler construction,
while the use of Z80 mnemonics forces the introduc-
tion of additional mnemonics to indicate addressing
mode.

e

A FORTH word is defined, in FORTH, by starting with
a colon, followed by the name of the new definition,
and then a list of FORTH words which define the
function, and concluded with a semicolon. If a word
is to be defined with assembler code, the definition
is started with the word CODE (instead of a colon),
then followed by the name of the new definition, and
then a list of assembler mnemonics. The definition
must end in a jump to the inner interpreter. The
address of the inner interpreter is found in‘ the
constant NEXT. The final instructions of a defini-
tion would be

NEXT JMP C; .

where the C; replaces the semicolon in a colon
definition.
Following the common practice in FORTH, information
is passed to and from routines on the stack. A CODE
routine could then begin

CODE TEST H POP D POP ...
The word TEST may be expected to return a value. Ifthis value is found in the HL register pair at the
conclusion of the routine, the end of TEST would be

... H PUSH NEXT JMP C;

If we take a closer look at the source code for the
inner interpreter, we will find:

DPUSH: PUSH DE
HPUSH: PUSH HL
NEXT: LD A,(BC) , etc.

2



I4 we wish to push the HL register pair and then
continue through the inner interpreter, we can jump
directly to the instruction preceeding NEXT. We can
therefore add to Cassady’s assembler the Tollowing
constants: I

 NEXT 1 ~ CONSTANT HPUSH
NEXT 2 ~ CONSTANT DPUSH

Now we can conclude a CODE de§inition with

HFUSH JMP C;

or two values may be put on the stack (Trom the DE
and HL register pairs) with' -

DPUSH JMP 0;

NEW VERSION

Cassady released a new version of the 8080 assembler
in FORTH nxmswsxows III/6. This version does not
include conditional call, conditional jump nor con~
ditional return instructions since these operations
are' handled automatically by the FORTH structured
program flow operators (BEGIN, WHILE, UNTIL, REPEAT,
IF, ELSE, THEN), and he has removed AGAIN, since it
is not included in FDRTH~79, and is generally quite
useless. However, he‘ has also removed compiler
security (error checking) because it interferred
with more advanced assembler techniques. IT you
write, for example

(condition) IF 1 H LXI
ELSE O H LXI
HPUSH 0;

then the original assembler version will complain
"CUNDITIDNALS NOT PAIRED" (you forgot to write THEN)
but the newer version will not detect the error.
Another change introduced in the newer version is a
new definition of NEXT. In this version, NEXT is
not the address of the inner interpreter, but a jump
to the inner interpreter! A routine would conclude
with

... NEXT C;

and PSH1 is a jump to HPUSH and PSH2, a jump to
DPUSH. N

My personal opinion is
1 ~ The conditional calls, jumps and returns

should be removed from the assembler

"1'Q
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vocabulary '

2 ~ I would like to retain error checking
' until I become more expert in FORTH assem-

bler programming
3 ~ The new definition of NEXT is not consis~

tant with other FORTH assemblers I have
seen, nor is it consistant with the source
code, so I {ind it an unnecessary confu-
sion.

EXTENSIONS

Several assemblers I have seen have replaced the old
concluding word C; with the FORTH~79 word END~CODE.

: END~CODE /CUNPILE/ C; 5

The above definition will allow you to use END~CODE  

or C; as you prefer. Notice that, since C; is an
immediate word, it must be preceeded by /COMPILE/ in
this de¥inition.

A '

In order to use the more powerful Z80 instructions
not found in the 8080 mnemonics, I would like to
define the following words. I will use Z80 mnemo~
nics and my assembler will be a hybrid.
ASSEMBLER DEFINITIONS HEX
D9 INI EXX

: BITAD {BUILDS C, DOES} CB C, Cé SWAP Bl + + C, 5

40 BITAD BIT
BO BITAD RES
CO BITAD SET

These instructions are used in the form:
A 7 BIT ( test bit 7 in the accumulator )

I

M 0 SET ( set bit O of the byte pointed to by the )
( contents of the HL register pair )

: ZBYTE €BUILDS C, DOES? ED C, Ce C, 5

67 EBYTE RRD 6F QBYTE RLD A0 ZBYTE LDI
A1 EBYTE CPII A2 EBYTE INI A3 2BYTE OUTI
A8 2BYTE LDD A9 ZBYTE CPD AA ZBYTE IND
AB ZBYTE OUTD BO ZBYTE LDIR B1 EBYTE CPIR
B2 EBYTE INIRI B3 QBYTE OTIRo B8 2BYTE LDDR
B9 QBYTE CPDR BA ZBYTE INDR BB 2BYTE OTDR
FORTH DEFINITIONS DECIMAL

Put the above definitions onto a free screen on the
system diskette, and add the number of the screen
plus the instruction LOAD to the loading screen {or
the assembler (probably screen 42). Note that Z8O’s
CPI has been called CPII in order to avoid conflict
with 8OBO’s CPI. I
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EXAMPLES

CODE DDD.PARITY.SEND ( ascii~char ~~ )

( assuming a 7 bit ASCII character on the stack )

( set the 8th bit, if necessary, so that the B bit )

( character will have odd parity, then send it )

D PUP ( get char. in E register )

E A MDV A ANA ( set flags )

PE IF E 7 SET
THEN TXD CALL NEXT JMP

END~CODE

CODE ODD.PARITY.RECEIVE ( ~~ char—2, f1ag~1 )

(

,4Is,I'sl"s4l\l'\

receive an ASCII character and check its parity )

return the character plus a f1ag.')
f1ag=2 i+ reception was interrupted by pressing )

a key )

flagel i4 parity is odd ) a

¥1ag=O if parity is even )

RXD CALL ( char. in E )

2 H LXI I

65013 LDA A 7 BIT Os ( key pressed ? )
IF ( no key pressed.) H DCX

E A MDV A ANA ( set flags )
PE IF H DCX THEN

THEN DPUSH.JMP
END~CODE

Uppsala, 1982.07.28
Bob
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6 i QEEEMBLEE 5
."-. : "-

.__""| EENBLEE DEFINITIDNE HEXI |"‘i _J

2 NEXT I " CDNSTQNT HFUEH
I NEHT E ~ CUNETQNT DFUEH

CI'~€.|'l-I2:-(1.1

EMD~EQDE KCUMPILEM C; 5

D? INI EEK I I

BITQD €BUILD5 C, DUES} CB C, Cé
? swmP s* + +~c. ;» ~  : ~~

a 4a s1Tm0 BIT I

@ as BITQD RES
1a ca BITQD SET
11 = EBYTE {BUILD5 c, DUES} ED E, cs

14 QB
Id Q2
Ia Q8
1? é
18 BE EBYTE LDIR B1 EBYTE CPIR

.~:,
L

anII '0-1I
0

' 5 .12 E : I

13 6? EBYTE RRD SF EBYTE RLD
BETTE LDI Q1 ZBYTEICPII
BETTE INI  H3 EBYTE UUTI
BETTE LDD Q? BETTE CPD
BETTE IND \ QB BETTE UUTD

1? FDRTH DEFINITIONS DECINQL
B ,J

QBCSB STSTEN~DI5H {I?82.BS.E2)

SCH # 6?

T‘-.I"'“'3
{ICC'~.lCf-U112:-(.\..

1&1

11
12

H5
1 QSSENBLER 6

SEHBLEP DEFINITIONS HEX
B2 EBYTE INIR E3 EBTTE DTIR
B3 BETTE LDDP B? ZBTTE CPD?
em BETTE Imbé as EBYTE 0T0é
FORTH DEFINITIONS DECINHL
;5
EDD D*1 'RITT.5END I ascii-1 -—. : E LE.F

D PUP € char. in E Peg )
E Q NDU Q Né K set {lags J

PE IF E ? SET
THEN

TED CQLL NEXT JNP
13 END"CUDE

I

CDDE UDD.FRITY.RECEIUE14
015 1 ~- ascii—2, ¥Iag—1 >

16 Rxo CQLL c char- in E >

17
18
19
28

2 H LXI 65313 LDQ Q 7 BIT B=
IF H DEX E Q MUU Q HNQ PE

IF H DEX THEN  

THEN DPUSH JMPDEND—CDDE

EBCBB STSTEN~DISK €i9S2.@S.@23

 e
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Programvaran i ABC80
c Listning med kommentarer

ABC-klubbens Rapport 1 som är en listning av programvaran i ABC 80

har slutsâlts och styrelsen har beslutat att göra ett nytryck och hålla
samma facila pris som tidigare, 80 kr inkl moms men exkl frakt.

Klubben måste ha skriftliga beställningar och dessa behöver inte
vara någon märklig blankett, huvudsaken att det går att tyda namn
och adress. Skicka gärna vykort eller märk kuvertet Rapport 1 eller
"Disassembler".

ABC-klubben fick tillgång till ett »examensarbete som utförts vid
institutionen för tillämpad elektronik vid KTH. I detta arbete redovisas:

l. En kommenterad disassemblerlista av programvaran i ABC 80.
2. Adresstabeller där det står var olika satser kompileras och exekveras,
samt var funktioner och operatorer exekveras,
3. Flödesscheman av några viktiga rutiner.
4. Ett tillägg som kort beskriver hur DOS-filer ligger på skivor.

Disassemblerlistan innehåller kommentarer rörande kommandorutinerna,
satskompilering och uttryckskompilering, fixningsrutinen (som skaffar
variabelutrymme och adresser till variabel och radreferenser), den del
av filhanteringen som hör till BASIC-tolken, kassettrutinerna, tillbakalist-
ningen frân internt format av BASIC-rad, m m. Det som fattas är
främst exekvering av funktioner, satser och operatorer (samt DOS-ruti-
nerna).

Arbetet omfattar c:a 320 sidor, listningen är skriven med maskin
men kommentarerna är handskrivna. Trycket är kontorsoffset och den
tekniska kvaliteten är p g a orginalets utseende inte den högsta men
är fullt läsbart.

Med tanke på första tryckningens strykande åtgång är det bäst att
Du snarast försäkrar Dig om ett exemplar för framtida studier i det
inre av ABC 80. Rapporten kan även vara till hjälp för den som vill
försöka komma underfund med programvaran i ABC-800.

-3 i 1 _ í 1 1 l 1

RAPPORT l

DISASSEMLERN för ABC80

Ännu finns exemplar kvar av nytrycket av ,

klubbens Disassembler.
Examensarbetet av Arne Stockman
Beställ genom att skicka vykort eller brev,
märkta "RAPPORT l" eller "DISASSEMBLER".

Levereras mot postförskott 80 Skr + frakt.

I

SAMLINGSNUMMER 1980 + 1981

| -inklusive ABC-kassetter under samman-
klippning.
Beräknas färdigt för leverans omkring
midsommar.
OBS ! Allt eller intet. Vi delar gi på

l paketet kassetter - samlingsnummer.
Vill ni beställa ??!l
Gör det medelst vykort (vackra I).

: Levereras som postförskott = 100 Skr I 




